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t’s surprising how many of the photographers
we interview don’t actually like cameras. “You
take the picture in your mind and you just need
the bloody camera to capture it, but if I could
work without cameras it would be ideal,” says
Terry O’Neill on page 38. Bailey said the same
back in issue five – the camera is merely a tool
for their painter’s eye. And much like Bailey,
O’Neill bursts from this month’s pages with his

larger-than-life character. It’s a must-read.
Bailey, Duffy, O’Neill… the Sixties produced

some fashion photography gems. Rogues, yes,
expletive-spluttering, certainly – but charming
ones at that, and artists who truly pushed artistic
boundaries in their field.

In fact, photography’s past is chequered with
charismatic characters: Capa, Mapplethorpe,
Man Ray, Arbus... Which got me wondering:
where are the modern-day equivalents?

It’s a point that’s touched on in our round
table debate on page 86. Have fierce competition,
online shaming, intolerant art directors and HR
squashed the creative flamboyance that can be an
integral part of artistic personalities?

To put it another way, would the famously
challenging characters in photography’s history
succeed in today’s market? It’s quite a scary
thought. Maybe we should be a bit more tolerant
of the arrogance that sometimes facilitates
progressive thinking if the option is stunting
artistic progression.

It’s a fine line to tread, as there’s no denying
that a professional line has been crossed in some
cases, and the ensuing scandals have certainly
tarnished the trade’s name. Read more about the
wider impact of this on page 86.

One of the things we set out to achieve with this
magazine is a sense of community, and a place to
reflect on the professional photography landscape
as a whole. We celebrate the best that have been,
along with those carving the future, and discuss
the issues affecting today’s working pros.

So I hope that when you’re reading this issue –
whether that’s the Pulitzer Prize winners on page
28, Chloe Sells on page 50, or Ralph Gibson on
page 16 – it will make you proud to call yourself a
professional photographer, and excited to pick up
the tools of your trade.

DO YOU LOVE THE TOOLS OF YOUR TRADE?

DID YOUMISS ANY OF OUR FIRST EIGHT EDITIONS? YOU CAN
BUY BACK ISSUES OF THESE ATWWW.BITLY.COM/PP_BACK.
YOU CAN ALSO DOWNLOAD DIGITAL VERSIONS – SEE PAGE 112.

LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR

Emma-Lily Pendleton
Editor
emma-lily.pendleton@futurenet.com

This month’s cover stars 
Terry O’Neill’s 1971 
portrait of Brigitte 
Bardot, on the set of  
Les Petroleuses, aka The 
Legend of Frenchie King, 
directed by Christian-
Jaque in Spain
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You’ve got to love
a 50mm prime

t The Photography Show, I had the 
pleasure of taking part in a panel debate 
on the ‘staging and manipulation’ of 
images in photojournalism. Everyone 
agreed the current situation was a mess, 
and it was probably going to get worse. 
As with all these conversations, a tight 
brief soon broke its moorings, and we 
had a decent old ‘bitch fest’. 

After that, I jumped on a Eurostar and stared lazily out across 
the French countryside, and this is what I concluded: you’ve got 
to love a 50mm prime. It’s hardly an Epicurean salute, granted, 
and it probably won’t change the morality I have just described. 
But there you go.

Photography has mostly been, for me, 
a selfish endeavour, and I have toyed with 
much of it one way or another. But I think  
I may be getting old… or lazy. A couple of 
years ago I worked on a project with a well-
known National Geographic photojournalist 
and was struck by the paucity of his kit – 
what a lazy fool, I thought. But now I see 
the folly of my ways, because this seeming 
idleness was a silver cloud.

My 50mm is an old Canon f/1.4:  
a consumer lens I bought for a PR assignment years ago, when I 
needed the aperture and couldn’t afford the real thing. It’s been 
battered and bashed, and mostly been used as a soft portrait lens. 
And though the focus has failed more times than it succeeded, 
when it worked, it was so sweet that I somehow could never bring 
myself to trade it in for the L Series. It would have felt like putting 
your least able child up for adoption.

Last year, my girlfriend was laying out some posters for one of 
her clients, who were collaborating with Magnum. They sent her a 
bunch of images by Harry Gruyaert. I’ve rarely been so captivated. 
And then I read this quote by the great man himself: ‘There is no 
story. It’s just a question of shapes and light.’ 

Well said, old boy, well said. You didn’t need a caption and you 
could interpret each image exactly as you wished, imbue it with 

all the misunderstanding you could muster – there was no truth 
to contend. But, I don’t know, somehow they seemed to give 
so much more for that fact. And then keep giving. So I decided 
there and then that I would take my 50mm and really understand 
it, review how I work… start again, perhaps.

Sitting no more than a foot away from me on my desk, is my 
5D Mk II with the 50mm attached. I never put it away now, and 
because I am forever moving it to get at something lost in the 
clutter of my admin life, it sort of begs me to pick it up. 

When I go to my local supermarket in the evening to grab 
some pasta, a mere five-minute walk, I take it with me. Indeed, 
I am beginning to resemble an amateur, such is my eagerness. It 
has become my steed once again. My sensor never gets dirty of 

course, because I never change the lens, and 
I don’t get lost in a setting frenzy because, 
although I shoot manual, I only have one. 
So I just take pictures. And I don’t need to 
write captions, because there is no story.

In 2010, myself and two journalists 
decided we’d dust off our old film cameras, 
shoot for a month and then write an article 
about it. It never happened, and I don’t 
know what their reasons were, but I know 
mine. I was scared – what if I was actually 
really shit? It had been so long since  

I hadn’t reviewed an image on my camera’s LCD, shot a trifling 
36 exposures – it had become all too easy. Yesterday I took the 
Metro to the south of Paris and walked the seven kilometres 
home. I took perhaps 15 shots, and never reviewed them along 
the way. It felt good. Shooting has rarely made me happier.

One day I will hang up my shoes, and probably sell much of my 
kit: the things I bought to make a living but mostly compressed 
my spine. But I’m sure I will keep one body and a 50mm, and 
shoot like I did when I was 13, just starting out. Because after all 
those intervening years, with all these wonderful changes, I’ve 
never been more drawn to an Epicurean (in the intended sense, 
not the corrupted, hedonistic sense) simplicity.

Now if you’ll excuse me, I need some pasta and the sun has just 
broken through, so I must be off. Selfish is as selfish does.

MARTIN
MIDDLEBROOK

OPINION

Cast off the modern world, and go out and shoot like you’re 13 again

Trading it in would 
have felt like 

putting your least 
able child up  
for adoption.
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This photograph was taken in 1965 when I was working
on a story for Life magazine on Andy Warhol. I’d first
met him in 1963 when working on a story on Henry
Geldzahler, a curator at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, for The New York Times.

The evening I took the photograph I accompanied
Andy and his entourage – Edie Sedgewick, Henry
Geldzahler and his assistant, Gerard Malanga – to
a socialite art collector’s dinner. Collectors would like to
show off Andy to their friends, it was a prestigious thing
to do. Andy was so shy though, to the extent that he once
even hired a look-a-like to pretend to be him at a lecture.

Andy wouldn’t talk much at these events, and when he
did he would talk in a very low voice. His entourage very
much stayed amongst themselves rather than circulating
and this was a candid moment I captured between them.

This photograph has been one of my most successful.
It’s been published many times, so I’m happy it will be
exhibited in my new London show.
Steve Schapiro’s work will be on show at the Atlas Gallery,
Dorset St, London, from 9 June to 20 August, in a new
exhibition entitled ‘Heroes’

Steve Schapiro

“Andy was so shy to the
extent that he once hired
a look-a-like to pretend 

to be him at a lecture.”

Steve _ Schapiro _ Story _ Behind
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“AT ONE POINT
I THOUGHT THAT
HE CAME FROM
ANOTHER GALAXY”
Lovesexy, Prince’s 10th studio album, featured his most outrageous 
cover to date, leading to a record store ban that would have wounded 
a lesser artist. Jean Baptiste Mondino tells the story of the shoot 
and shares his memories of the recently departed pop icon

THE NINE-track album was released 
in 1988 with Prince’s emulation of 
Botticelli’s The Birth of Venus causing as 
much of a stir as the music. Some record 
shop owners refused to stock it; others 
covered it with black bags. “Nakedness 
isn’t a big deal in Europe,” Mondino says. 
“We have naked statues everywhere. 
But for here [the US], it was… especially 
because it was a black man? I don’t know.”

The Lovesexy cover was created at the 
conclusion of a week spent with the star, 
who’d invited Mondino to make his music 
video. “I saw the genius, the incredible 
musician making his album,” he recalls. 
“He was making music all day. Sometimes 
we’d go to the clubs for half an hour, and 
then he’d go back to the studio. He didn’t 
eat, didn’t smoke, didn’t drink – nothing. 
It was just music. At one point I thought 
that he came from another galaxy. Like 
Bowie, I think these people are visiting us. 
The bad news is, right now they’re leaving 
us. It’s not a good sign!”

While at Prince’s recording studio, 
Mondino got the invitation to shoot the 
cover. “I said, ‘You got any ideas?’ He 
said, ‘No, but we fly to LA tomorrow and 
we can talk about it on the plane.’

The cover image for Prince’s 1988
album, Lovesexy, shot by Mondino
on a rented Hasselblad, as it mimicked
the square shape of album covers

The 1980s was an era of pop superstars 
and explosive albums... and a brilliant light 
amongst the stars was Prince. “At that 
time, he was above everybody,” says Jean 
Baptiste Mondino, the photographer behind 
the cover for his 10th album, Lovesexy.

Mondino was at the heart of the 1980s 
and 1990s scene: as a music video director, 
he worked with everyone from Björk and 
Lenny Kravitz to Madonna and Bowie; as  
a photographer he shot a plethora of fashion 
editorials for Vogue, W, The Face and iD. 

Lovesexy saw Prince wrestle with moral 
and spiritual questions; the time-old battle 
between pleasure versus virtue. The image 
created for it was aimed with the accuracy of 
a cherub’s arrow to capture that clash. 
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“At the time there were no photography studios in Los Angeles: 
photographers used to have their own. But I had a French friend, 
so I called and said, ‘Get ready because I’m coming to LA and 
I’m going to shoot the cover for Prince.’”

Unable to sit next to Prince on the journey, Mondino arrived 
no closer to a concept, and they arranged to meet at a club on 
Sunset Boulevard that evening. “Everybody was in that club and 
he was crowded. And at one or two o’clock in the morning, I still 
couldn’t talk about the record cover,” he recalls. 

With the shoot looming the following day, Mondino returned 
to his hotel room. “I couldn’t sleep and I started to draw, thinking 

about Lovesexy. I knew 
his lyrics… all the time 
he is between sex and 
spirituality. So I drew a 
little naked thing –  
a Sistine Chapel kind of 
thing, of him naked  
with flowers.”

Prince agreed on 
the concept at breakfast, and within hours they were in the 
photography studio. “He took his clothes off, put the string on 
and walked on tiptoes to position. We shot it, and I had a lab 
reservation where I went to develop the ectochrome. We chose 
the one we liked and destroyed the rest of it. Voilà!”

Mondino travelled back to Paris where he wanted to try 
out a new technology that would revolutionise the industry: 
Photoshop. When he was done, Prince arrived to see the results. 
“He came to the kitchen of a friend of mine, and he sat and 

looked at the computer. He loved to play 
with technology. Finally, at the end he 
said, ‘I think I like the one you did better.’ 
He didn’t need other people’s advice. He 
was not afraid. He didn’t think twice. He 
was not complicated.”

It makes the loss of the star all the more 
poignant for Mondino. “It’s a disaster. 
Today everything is about fear. Prince 
was free. He refused to release The Black 
Album [the record originally planned for 
1988]. He probably wanted to change 
something in his approach to music: more 
spiritual, less provocative, less ‘sex’. That 
cover is not ‘sex’. It’s more spiritual, like  
a saint, or an angel. Even the way he looks 
up – there’s nothing ‘sex’ there.”

The phallic-looking stamen, the 
orchid’s sexual connotations – read into 
them you will, but there was no intent, 
says Mondino. “I wanted some purple 
thing,” he says. “Just naked on the cover is 
too dry. This was more colourful. I’m not 
that intelligent – I just go by the feeling.”

It’s a time that will stay forever special 
to Mondino. “It’s surreal. I’m not even 
sure that I was there, you know. He was 
just a genius. I will miss him.”
Emma-Lily Pendleton

In 1988, the world had
witnessed Sign o’ the
Times, 1999, Purple
Rain, Around the World
in a Day and Parade –
yet Prince’s creative
powers were showing
no signs of flagging

Prince was between sex
and spirituality. So I drew a
Sistine Chapel kind of thing, 
of him naked with flowers.

A
LA

M
Y
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The celebrated art photographer Ralph Gibson reveals his love of the female
form, his fight against being pigeonholed, his fascination with black and white,

and his recent commercial work discovery 

GOD THINGS







Ralph _ Gibson _ Retrospective
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[Previous pages]  
Days at the Sea from 
the ‘Dallas’ series, 1974
[Left] Mary Jane, 
Sardinia, 1980
[Above] Gibson has a 
particular fondness for 
this image of a priest, 
taken in 1975

RALPH GIBSON is one of America’s most celebrated 
art photographers. He’s perhaps best known for his 
photographic books, which often contain erotic and 
mysterious undertones. But there’s nothing obscure 
or elitist about his exquisite work. Gibson focuses on 
fragments and details, and the processes involved 
in perception, rather than chasing some big story, 
personality or event. 

You could call him a God of small things – but 
one who approaches these small things with a 
high seriousness, fuelled by a life-long interest in 
philosophy, art history and critical theory. 

CREATIVE JOURNEY
Born in Hollywood, California in 1939, Gibson’s 
father was assistant director to Alfred Hitchcock  and 
as a young boy he would visit the set during filming. 
He also worked as an extra and acted in bit parts; he 
recalls being impressed by the power of the camera 
lens and the intensity of the lights. 

But it wasn’t until he joined the US Navy aged 
17 in 1956 that he started to think of photography 
as a career. “I was sent to photography school, and 
flunked it the first time,” he recounts. “The officer 
agreed to take me back, but only on the condition that 
I cleaned the latrine for six weeks. This was a latrine 
for 600 guys. The school was tough, but this was the 
first time I’d made up my mind to do something, to 

Ralph Gibson is steeped in the 
history of modern photography. 
During a conversation, he’ll throw 
in, “Henri said this to me,” or, 
“Dorothea wanted that.” That’s 
Henri Cartier-Bresson and 
Dorothea Lange, both of whom 
Ralph knew very well. And he’s not 
name-dropping. He’s simply  
a veteran photographer reflecting  
on the lessons he’s learned and  
the geniuses he’s met during an 
extraordinary career that shows 
no sign of winding down.
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be something. One night in the middle of a storm, I remember
shouting out loud that I would become a photographer.”

After his discharge from the Navy, Gibson returned to his
native Los Angeles, but soon relocated to study at the San
Francisco Art Institute. “A friend invited me to a masked ball
there. I went to the party and decided to enrol,” he says. “Now,
this was 1960, the time of documentary photography – Life
magazine, Robert Frank’s The Americans and so on. Apart from
Ansel Adams and Edward Weston, social photography was
judged to be the highest form. I was pretty technically confident
thanks to Navy school, so when Dorothea Lange contacted my
tutor asking for a talented assistant, they recommended me.”

Working with Lange was a real eye-opener, he explains. “The
Farm Security Administration (FSA), which Dorothea had
worked for in the Depression, had treated her negatives pretty
badly, and I got the chance to work on her very famous images.

“One day I asked Dorothea about a particular image of
a women with dark circles under her eyes, standing against
a wall. She told me this was a young retarded girl who was often
teased and abused, and as she spoke her eyes welled up with
tears. I saw how photography still had emotional power for her,
even after many years had passed.”

Then in 1967 Gibson met the second 
major photographer he was to assist, 
Robert Frank. “I met Frank at the peak 
of his powers, and he invited me to help 
on his films. Both Frank and Dorothea 
Lange taught me a very important lesson 
– you must make every effort to be unique 
and not copy. Sure, I have influences, as 
do all photographers, but you can’t see 
them in my work. In fact, I have many, 
many influences – painting, architecture, 
critical theory, philosophy, Schoenberg, 
the list goes on. But my position is only 
valid in terms of my personal effort, 
my ongoing learning – my formations 
perpétuelle as the French put it. I’m very 
much still learning.”

FINDING HIS OWN PATH
The most important question for Gibson 
has always been, ‘Can I continue to grow?’ 
he says. “It is easy to get pigeonholed, and 
I am very aware of the ‘curse of one’s early 
work’. You are nothing without the body 
of work that has brought you attention. 
People forever associate Robert Frank 
with The Americans, or Dorothea Lange 
with her work during the Depression.”

[Previous pages] 
Clockwise from top 
left: Nudes from 1991, 
1999, 2010 and Robe 
Quadrants; In the 
Mirror, 1983  
[Above] From 
‘Quadrants’, 1975
[Right] From ‘The 
Somnabulist’, 1970

I have many influences. But my position  
is only valid in terms of my personal  
effort. I’m very much still learning.
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I love photographing women and could 
say that the form of the female body is 
absolute and perfect.

[Above] Lips, 1990 
[Right] Horse with 
Hand, 1972

It would have been understandable for Lange and Frank’s 
influence to persuade Gibson to become a documentary 
photographer in his own right, but he chose a different path.

“Dorothea used the medium of photography to show the plight 
of the migrant worker,” he notes. “She had a clear message. 
Frank also had very clear things he wanted to say about the  
USA at the time he did The Americans. I decided I wanted to  
use photography to monumentalise the least significant forms 
and fragments. 

“I was more interested in how my perceptive act became the 
subject of my photographs. So subject matter has never been a 
problem for me. I get inspiration everywhere. I have never had to 
wait for a great event before I take a photograph.”

When it comes to technique and composition, Gibson is  
rigorously disciplined about cutting any fat from his 
compositions: “I like my frames to be as tight as a drum,”  
he says. And he’s a devotee of 50mm lenses, giving him  
proximity to his subject, which is another key part of his 
approach: “I’m shooting in close,” he says. “I don’t have  
happy accidents.”

Gibson is the subject of over 40 books, and set up his own 
publishing house, Lustrum, in 1970. His recent works include 

Nude, published by Taschen and available 
in a signed limited edition.

“A photographer once said that beauty 
in women is endless,” he muses. “Perhaps 
it was I who said it. At least, art history 
indicates this to be so; the Willendorf 
Venus is said to date from 25,000BC.  
I love photographing women and could 
say that the form of the female body is 
absolute and perfect.”

So it’s not a huge surprise to hear that 
some of his nudes also appeared in a 
special edition of Playboy in 2014, along 
with the work of other highly regarded  
art photographers. 

FAVOURITE IMAGES
The exploration of how he perceives  
the subject, and how the viewers then 
contrast this with how they perceive the 
subject, has preoccupied Gibson for his 
entire career. 

He is reluctant to talk about favourite 
images – “I am more interested in how 
an image acts as a harbinger of my next 
project, and anyway, I am only as good as 
my next photograph” – but he will admit 
to a particular fondness for his image  
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of a priest (shown on page 19). At first glance this appears to
be a straightforward cropped portrait, but closer scrutiny
reveals Gibson’s trademark rigid, geometrical structure, based
around diagonals.

He remains fascinated by black-and-white photography, and
how it creates what he calls an abstraction from reality. “You’re
really dealing with three things in black-and-white photography
– black, white, and the absence of colour.”

PERSONAL AUTONOMY
For 40 years, Gibson enjoyed a large degree of freedom in
his work. “I did no commercial work from 1970 until around
2010,” he reveals. “I may have accepted various invitations to
shoot in this or that country but my personal mandate was to be
autonomous as a photographer. I had many friends who shot on
assignment, but I simply did not want anybody telling me what
to shoot and then deciding if the image was any good or not.

“I wanted full responsibility; all the credit or all the blame.
Just me and it,” he explains. Then a few years ago, he accepted a

fashion assignment from New York Times 
Magazine. “I did this as an homage to my 
recently deceased, dear friend Helmut 
Newton. In the process, I discovered 
that it was a lot less difficult to do than 
my personal work. And it paid really 
rather well to boot. So now I will accept 
interesting assignments and find that doing 
the odd job now and then is fun.”

Back in 2007, Gibson said that he had 
yet to see a masterpiece produced by a 
digital camera. How does he feel about 
the technology now? “The kind of digital 
cameras you get now are very different,” 
he says. “Photography is now everywhere. 
Back in the 1920s, László Moholy-Nagy 
wrote that the illiterate of the future will 
be the person ignorant of the use of the 
camera as well as the pen. In 2016, nobody 
does not know how to take a picture.

“Whether with film or digital, I am still 
in hot pursuit of photographic truth, and 
how the perceptual act itself is a subject  
of photography.” 
Geoff Harris

I simply did not want anybody telling me 
what to shoot and then deciding if the 
image was any good or not. 

[Above and right] 
Diptych from the 
‘Deja-Vu’ series, 1972. 
Ralph’s friend Felipe 
sits on a pier, raising 
his arm in New York. 
“My other friend Larry 
Clark, 3,000 miles 
away in New Mexico, 
completes the gesture. 
The space between the 
photographs holds as 
much content as the 
images themselves.”
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PULITZER
PRIZE
100 YEARS
It’s a cliché because it’s true: everyone who
works for the press dreams of one day winning
a Pulitzer. Founded in 1917 by provisions in the
will of Hungarian-born Joseph Pulitzer, who
made his fortune as a newspaper publisher in
the US, the world-famous awards are this year
hitting their centenary. And it’s not just about
writers: photojournalists are honoured too.

IT WAS an image capturing an infamous encounter
between union workers and Ford security in
Michigan that originally inspired the creation of the
Pulitzer photography category, inaugurated in 1942.
And 74 years on, the awards continue to pay tribute to
photography’s importance for social change.

This year, Thomson Reuters and The New York
Times shared the ‘Breaking News’ prize for their work
focusing on the European migrant crisis. Portraying
tragedy on an enormous scale, without reverting to
stereotypical images, made the projects stand out for
the judging board of five industry professionals.

The distinctions between ‘us’ and ‘them’ were
blurred by depictions of migrants in moments of calm
and reflection, showing the ordinariness of people
affected by extraordinary events. Instead of just
inspiring pity, the projects focused on the courage,
dignity and hope of the migrants.

Meanwhile the winner of the ‘Feature
Photography’ category, Jessica Rinaldi of The Boston
Globe, depicted a different kind of tragedy – smaller
and more intimate, but no less jarring. It tells the
story of Strider Wolf, a kindergarten-aged survivor
of a savage beating by his stepfather. It is a portrait
of modern-day poverty in America: Wolf’s family
are evicted and spend a summer living in a 24-foot
camper van, driving aimlessly from site to site.

The pernicious and pervading power of poverty
is frighteningly clear, but hope exists here, too. As
the Globe puts it, the story is a portrait of humanity’s
“simple and abiding wish: to be loved”.

Centenary _ Pulitzer _ Prize
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1

SERGEY PONOMAREV
Migrants arrive in Lesbos, Greece,
via Turkish boat. The boat owner was
later arrested in Turkish waters

2

MAURICIO LIMA
Lima forged a close relationship
with the Majid family, pictured here
waiting to cross a barbed wire fence,
escaping from Serbia into Hungary

3

DANIEL ETTER
Laith Majid breaks down as he and
his children arrive in Kos, having
travelled in a flimsy rubber boat

4

TYLER HICKS
A young boy arrives in Lesbos,
having travelled from Turkey on a
rubber raft. Many panicked and
jumped into cold water in their
desperation to reach land

3

2
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Winner
Breaking News

THE NEW YORK TIMES
THE MIGRANT CRISIS

In this memorable photo series, The New York Times
gives individuality and identity back to people lost in a
mass of humanity.

The subjects are never reduced to abstract concepts:
instead of inert images of passive tragedy, these images
are dynamic and vibrant. The team expertly captures
the nuances and subtleties that come with Europe’s
biggest political and social crisis since World War Two.
The story simultaneously depicts the magnitude and the
singularity of the disaster.

All of the photographers say they were overwhelmed
by what they saw. Sergey Ponomarev describes the
difficulty of living among such desperate people: “All
I could do was photograph them and hope this might
help.” It did. The reception of these searing images
prompted a change in attitude to the refugees. Once
seen, it was impossible to view these people as anything
less than that. As Ponomarev puts it, “People don’t need
to know a foreign language to understand photographs.”

MAURICIO LIMA

Lima is a documentary 
photographer based in 
São Paulo, who focuses 
on lives disrupted by war 

and conflict. He has worked in 
Afghanistan, Brazil, Iraq, Libya, 
Portugal and Ukraine, and most 
recently on this project, following 
the refugees from the Middle East 
to Europe. His work features in The 
New York Times and many other 
publications worldwide.

TYLER HICKS

Hicks works as  
senior photographer at 
The New York Times. He 
also won 2014’s Pulitzer 

for Breaking News photography. 
Hicks’s photojournalism is often 
foreign-affairs led, typically with an
emphasis on war. In 2011, he was 
kidnapped while on assignment 
covering the Libyan revolution, and 
was released after six days in 
captivity. He lives in Kenya.

4

SERGEY PONOMAREV

Ponomarev is a freelance
photographer based in
Moscow who has been
contributing to The New

York Times since 2012. Before this,
he was a staff photographer at
the Associated Press. Ponomarev
contributed to both runner-up
stories for the 2015 Breaking News
Photography Pulitzer.

DANIEL ETTER

Etter is a freelance 
photographer, feature 
writer and videographer, 
contributing to The New 

York Times, Time magazine and 
Newsweek, among others.  
He lives between Barcelona and 
Cologne. This is Etter’s first 
contribution to the Pulitzer Prize.
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1

ALKIS KONSTANTINIDIS
A Syrian refugee holding a baby  
in a life tube swims towards the 
shore after their dinghy deflated 
before reaching Lesbos

2

YANNIS BEHRAKIS
A dinghy overcrowded with Syrian 
refugees drifts in the Aegean sea 
between Turkey and Greece after 
its motor broke down near Kos

3

YANNIS BEHRAKIS
A blind Palestinian refugee named 
Amoun rests on a Kos beach after 
arriving with 40 others on a dinghy

3

1

2
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Thomson Reuters created another incredible photo 
story about the European migrant crisis. What’s 
remarkable about this winning story was its ability to 
turn what would normally be images inspiring pity 
into depictions of courage, dignity, hope and 
determination. Reuters photographer Yannis 
Behrakis credits this to “a team of very talented, 
passionate, loyal and dedicated photographers”. 

Being a photojournalist in this tragic situation was 
rife with issues. Remaining a bystander in such an 
environment is something Behrakis credits as one  
of the most difficult things about the project. “The 
biggest challenge is trying to be focused and 

Winner
Breaking News 

THOMSON REUTERS 
THE MIGRANT CRISIS

disengage from the emotional environment,” he says. 
The ethical challenges of photographing people 

who have sacrificed all privacy without being 
exploitative or intrusive are perilous. The team 
wanted to depict a desperate flight while still retaining 
bravery and humanity in their subjects. 

When asked why he believes the story succeeded, 
Behrakis says, “We had plenty of very strong pictures, 
all the right pictures to explain the story inside and 
out. We did it with devotion and the highest ethics. 
We were there from the beginning and every day. We 
followed the story and never let go – that made the 
difference. Ignoring distress is nearly impossible, but 
capturing these images was extremely important.” 

Another challenge faced by the team was how to 
bring a photo story to a conclusion, when no such 
real-life conclusion has been reached. These pictures 
are representative of a mere fragment of the journey 
these people have undergone. As Behrakis puts it, 
“The story is still going on.” 
Annie Walton Doyle
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Winner
Feature Photography

JESSICA RINALDI
THE BOSTON GLOBE

Can you tell us about your relationship
with the project, and the family?
“Sarah Schweitzer, a reporter at The
Boston Globe, was the one who initially
found Strider and his family. We worked
on this story over a period of about four
or five months. Sarah and I would take
weekly trips up to Maine and stay for
a couple of days each time. We’d go there
early and just hang out, and I would
shoot as much as I could. The family was
tremendously gracious to let us be there
and we were always mindful of that.”

What were your biggest challenges,
working so intimately with them?
“We had to work to build a relationship
with Strider, his brother Gallagher, and
their grandparents, Larry and Lanette.
That allowed us to be there in difficult
times, but we also had moments

1

When he was two years old, Strider’s
mother’s boyfriend almost beat him
to death. At three, the state placed
him and his younger brother,
Gallagher, in the custody of their
grandparents, Larry and Lanette.
Rinaldi’s documentation of Strider
as he struggled to find his footing in
life, through the family’s eviction,
chaos and deprivation, has helped to
raise awareness of his plight, and is
changing his life for the better.
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where we decided to back off a little and
give the family some space. Striking that
delicate balance is one of the toughest
things to navigate when you’re working on
a story like this. You need to be there for
all of the key moments, but you also have
to work respectfully so that your subjects
will allow you in for those moments. We
tried to do that by trusting our instincts
and trying to put ourselves in their shoes.

“Certainly seeing a child like Strider,
who’d already been through so much, have
to endure more hardship was one of the
hardest parts of covering the story. You
want to do more to help, but as a journalist
you can’t change the situation, you just
have to believe that ultimately what you’re
doing will help in some way.”

What do you think made this photo
story stand out from the others?
“I’m not sure that I can put into words
what it was about this story that made it
different, but people connected to it in
a way that was really incredible. When we
published the story our readers wrote to us
wanting to help. Someone from gofundme
reached out wanting to set up an account
for Strider. They did and raised over
$20,000 for the family. The Globe found
a lawyer to set up a trust fund for the boys
and people donated tens of thousands
of dollars more. I’ve never experienced
anything like that, it was truly incredible.
We visited the family after the story ran,
shortly before Christmas, and we were
amazed to see the boxes of gifts and
donations that people had sent.”

What advice can you impart about
achieving such a compelling story?
“I wish I knew what made some stories
more compelling than others. I think
you can sense when a story has potential,
though, and if you feel like you’re onto
a story like that, just try to give it as
much time as you can. Being there will
(hopefully) enhance your relationship
with the people you’re documenting and
will allow you to be in place when things
happen to advance the narrative.”

Do you have a favourite image?
“It’s hard to pick a favourite image from
this story but the photo of Strider and his
little brother playing on the back of the
rusted-out Ford, looking up at the moon,

is certainly one that stands out. For me it 
speaks to their hopefulness and resilience, 
a small moment of beauty in the midst of 
a horrible situation. I remember holding 
my breath and praying that it would be in 
focus as I was shooting it.”

How did you feel about finishing this 
photo story? 
“Whenever I finish a long-term story,  
I have this two-fold feeling. These stories 
are emotionally exhausting so there is 
some relief that it’s finally done and ready 
to be put out into the world. But with that 
comes this sense of dread about how your 
subjects will feel about it. You can’t let 
that second part alter the edit or how you 
display the photos, but it’s definitely there. 
When Strider’s story ran, I was just so 
relieved to hear that the family felt it was  
a fair representation of them.”

What do you hope winning this prize will 
do for your career?
“I guess I’ve thought more about what  
this prize might do for Strider. I hope  
that it will bring a second round of 
attention to his story, hopefully raise 
awareness around the issues of child 
abuse, trauma and homelessness. As for 
me, I’d just like to continue to be able to 
tell these types of stories.”

JESSICA RINALDI

After graduating from 
Boston University in 
2001 with a B.S. in 
Journalism, Jessica 

Rinaldi spent 10 years as a 
Reuters photographer based in 
Boston, Dallas and New York. 
Now a staff photographer for The 
Boston Globe, her work has been 
recognised locally and nationally. 
She was named Boston Press 
Photographer of the Year in  
2014 and in 2013 won first place 
in the Pictures of the Year 
International competition.

2

3
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1

Strider reached up to grab high on  
a sapling, revealing a scar that 
snaked its way up his stomach.  
A dimple marked the place where 
a feeding tube had once been, as  
he climbed the tree, in the first of 
several campgrounds that would 
come to be home throughout the 
course of the summer

2

On the night of the eviction the boys 
climbed into a rusted Ford sunk 
behind the horse field. Strider held a 
broken automotive hose to his eyes 
like a pair of binoculars. He tipped 
his head upward and asked, “What’s 
on the moon?” 

3

As he sat next to Larry, Strider 
crossed his arms and looked up the 
campground road as he waited for 
Lanette to return from WalMart with 
his birthday cake during his sixth 
birthday party

4

After two years of not paying the 
rent, the Grants’ landlord had given 
them 30 days to pack their things 
and leave. On the night of the 
eviction, as Lanette and Larry  
worked to move their possessions 
into a rented semi-truck parked on a 
lot, Strider and Gallagher were left in 
the back of the car. Tired and acting 
out, Gallagher bit Strider, who 
recoiled, pressing himself against 
the car window

4
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FILM STARS, ROCK STARS, ROYALTY & ROGUES
TERRY O’NEILL



When I remind Terry O’Neill of a previous interview 25 years 
ago – when his answer to almost every question was simply 

“Michelle Pfeiffer” – a cheery London accent rings out down the 
telephone line. “Good God. Christ, that’s going back a long 

time… bloody hell!” It’s the distinctive voice of probably one of 
the world’s greatest portrait photographers, and a member of 

the cool gang of Brits who shook up the world of photography in 
the 1960s and beyond. With more than 50 years behind the 
lens, a marriage to movie star Faye Dunaway, and friendships 

with rock stars and celebrities, nothing seems to have 
diminished the charm, wit and warmth of a photographic great. 

Having shot everyone from Judy Garland to Elton John to the 
Royal Family across the decades, in 2016 O’Neill’s work is in  

the spotlight once more, with a new book and exhibition, 
Breaking Stones, featuring his iconic 1960s images of rock 

legends The Rolling Stones. We talk to him about capturing the 
decade, and why he hates cameras… 
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I was a young kid who could get people’s pictures 
in the newspaper and that was really important 

to these pop groups at the time.
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[Opening pages]
Manager Andrew Loog
Oldham backstage
with Mick Jagger, 1964
[Previous pages] Mick
Jagger in parka, 1964
[Left] The Rolling
Stones, outside the
Tin Pan Alley Club in
London, 1963
[Above] The Beatles
recording Please
Please Me, 1962

What sparked your initial interest in photography?
“I was a jazz drummer, but I wanted to go to America 
so I took a job at BOAC (British Overseas Airways 
Corporation), in the photographic unit. There was  
a bloke there, Peter Campion, who got me interested 
[in photography]. I asked him questions about which 
lens took this, etc., because I was in the job for three 
months and had to show some interest.  

“They gave me homework to do at the weekends 
and I’d go across to the airport [Heathrow] and 
photograph people crying, saying goodbye, coming 
back to England – all sorts of reportage stuff. One day 
I took a shot of a bloke in a grey, pin-striped suit and 
he’d fallen asleep amongst some African chieftains. 
The newspaper reporter who saw me take that picture 
said, ‘I’d love to send that picture to my editor – did 
you know that was Rab Butler?’ He was a senior 
government minister and I had no idea. 

“So I sent the picture up and rang the picture 
editor at 6 o’clock and he said, ‘I really like the 
pictures; I like your approach to photography. I’d love 
you to cover the airport for me every Saturday. I love 
that picture, we’re going to run it and I’ll give you 25 
quid for it.’ So I was off and running and slowly I was 
getting pictures published. 

“Then I met a guy called Brian Fogarty, who was 
the star photographer on The Daily Sketch, and he 
wanted somebody younger to work with him to cover 
the airport because he was meeting people like Sophia 

Loren and Anita Ekberg, all these movie stars, and
they wanted him to go down on their film [sets] and
take pictures of their movie making.

“Then he died in a plane crash and suddenly, after
a year, I got his job on The Daily Sketch. I walked in
there and I said to Len Franklin, who was the picture
editor, ‘I don’t really know what I’m doing here.’
But he said, ‘Don’t worry, I’ll look after you. Why
we’ve got you here is we think youth is on the rise in
England and is going to change the world… we want
you to photograph that’. 

“I said, ‘Oh, really?’ and he said, ‘Yeah. I want you
to go down tomorrow,’ – this was my first day – ‘go
down to Abbey Road tomorrow and photograph
a group called The Beatles’. 

“So I went down there [they were recording their
first big hit, Please Please Me], the photo was published
and the paper sold out. Then the phone rings and it’s
Andrew Loog Oldham, the Stones’ manager, and
that’s how I got to take all those pictures in the book.
That was the start of the whole of my career and when
I look back and tell people… I mean, I started at the
top and I never looked back.”

The exhibition Breaking Stones and the
accompanying book are out – what was the process
of going through the old photographs like?
“It was fabulous to go through them because there
are shots you forget. It was thousands and thousands

 Big _ Interview _ Terry _ O’Neill
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I’m trying to show them the world that I’m in
at the time. I just blend in with the group or

whoever it is and hope that I’m capturing the 
world that they live in. 
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[of images] – I shot them [The Stones] quite a few 
times. I love that one where they’re all walking along 
the street – by the Donmar [Theatre] I think – with 
their cases. I love those type of pictures: you never see 
pictures of bands like that any more. It’s all ruined  
now, it’s all junk now.”
 
Were you friendly with The Stones?
“I was friendly with Bill [Wyman], Keith [Richards] 
and Charlie [Watts]. Mick [Jagger] and Brian [Jones] 
I wasn’t that close to. But there was always respect 
amongst us all because I was really something; I was 
a young kid who could get people’s pictures in the 
newspaper and that was really important to these pop 
groups at the time – it was like getting a TV show of 
your own. We all used to go to this club called the Ad 
Lib Club… we used to sit there talking about what 
we were going to do when all this was over. We were 
all convinced that we were given this chance and 
in a couple of years it would go back to what it was 
like before, and we’d have to get a proper job. Keith 
[Richards] never thought it was going to last and  
I remember Ringo [Starr] wanted to open a chain of 
hairdressers for his old lady. I mean, it was so funny.”  

Were there ever any problems getting The Stones  
to pose?
“No. I just photographed them as they were – that was 
my style; so it just fitted in great for me.”

You mention in the book about being in the right
place at the right time…
“That’s true, I was. I had no idea I was going to
end up where I ended up in life: it was just fate.
I can’t believe the first time I photographed The
Beatles, and then The Stones, and then in 1966
and 1967, I worked with Frank Sinatra. I’ve had an
unbelievable career; nobody could have a career like
that any more, really.”

Do you still keep in touch with any of The Stones?
“I see Bill [Wyman] because he lives about five
minutes away from me.”  

What should people going to the exhibition or
buying the book look out for?
“Just enjoy a world that doesn’t exist any more.
They’ll never see a band like that so exposed –
exposed, that’s an interesting word – like The Stones
were; they’ll never show that any more. It’s the last of
a world where they’ll see anything like that.”

What was your workflow like in the 1960s? Did you
print your work?
“No. I did in the beginning but as I got on, and
I started travelling the world, I couldn’t. I’d send the
film back and they’d process it; I’d use good printers
and things like that. I couldn’t keep up with it all.
I couldn’t work all day and then print all night.”

[Previous pages]
Actress Faye Dunaway
at the Beverley Hills
Hotel, 1977, the day
after winning the 1976
Oscar for Best Actress
[Above] The Rolling
Stones, January 1964
[Left] David Bowie
poses in a publicity
shoot for his 1974
album Diamond Dogs
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You take the picture in your mind and you just
need the bloody camera to capture it, but if I could 

work without cameras it would be ideal. 
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Breaking Stones 1963-
1965: A Band on the
Brink of Superstardom
by Terry O’Neill &
Gered Mankowitz
(ACC Editions), £29.95,
www.antiquecollectors
club.com

An exhibition of Terry
O’Neill’s photographs,
Breaking Stones
1963-1965: A Band
on the Brink of
Superstardom, is at the
Proud Gallery, 161
King’s Road, Chelsea,
London, SW3 5XP until
5 June 2016 (10am to
7pm every day).
www.proud.co.uk

© Iconic Images/Terry
O’Neill
www.iconicimages.net

[Left] Kate Moss in
body stocking, 1993

What about cameras?
“My first camera that I ever had in Fleet Street was 
the Canon [7 rangefinder] with the f/0.95 lens. It was 
88 or 96 quid, I think. I loved that camera – it had a 
trigger handle at the bottom; it was fab.”

What do you shoot with now?
“I use Hasselblad mostly now but I don’t really do 
jobs any more; I’m not really interested in the people.”   

Do you prefer to take photographs in black and 
white or colour? 
“I always prefer black and white. I did take some  
early colour… there were lots of pop magazines 
around in the 1960s, like Rave and Fabulous, and 
when I used to do the black and whites of them [the 
groups], I’d shoot a roll of colour and flog it to them… 
the market for pictures was incredible.”

Who was the most interesting person you met 
whilst working?
“Frank Sinatra was a king  – he was a fabulous  
bloke to work with. But they’re all great people,  
I’m just lucky to have met them all. Sinatra was just 
‘the guv’nor’ wherever he went and you knew if you 
worked with him, and you got close to him, that you 
were amongst the top of your tree. He only used the 
best musicians and I was the photographer – everyone 
was the best, so you felt good about it.”

What, if anything, do you want viewers to see in 
your pictures?
“Well, I’m trying to show them the world that I’m in 
at the time. I just blend in with the group or whoever 
it is and hope that I’m capturing the world that they 
live in. I don’t set out consciously to do it.”   

Have any photographers inspired you in your 
work? 
“I fell in love with [the work of] Eugene Smith, the 
great photojournalist, and I tried to copy and shoot 
in his style all the time. My work is nothing like it but 
that’s who I copied in the beginning, because you 
always have to copy somebody.”

Do you still keep in touch with other
photographers?
“Not really. I’m friends with Don McCullin and
Bailey, but I don’t really see them. I’m not into
photographers and, believe it or not, I hate cameras.
If I couldn’t use a camera I’d be happy as a sandboy,
because you take the picture in your mind and you
just need the bloody camera to capture it, but if
I could work without cameras it would be ideal. It
sounds ridiculous when you say that, but it’s true –
I’m not into equipment or anything. I just buy the
equipment that I like and I use it.”

Have you shot digital and what do you think of it?
“I hate it. I use it – today’s people just want it… so
what can you do? If I do a job and there’s somebody in
the studio; they love to look at all the pictures and say
they like this one and that one. It’s not photography
– photography is about moments and you can’t get it
with all that shebang going on. Nothing beats film;
believe me.”

Do you have an emotional attachment to your
pictures?
“Well, I love the photographs. I don’t love the cameras
and everything but I love all the pictures and the life
that I’ve captured. I mean I see it all the time, every
day: we’re always going through the archive and it’s
really interesting to me. It just interests me; I’m never
bored with it – I should be, but I’m not.”

Is there any person you would like to photograph
that you haven’t?
“No. Not really. The only person I missed out on was
Marilyn Monroe and that was because I fancied her
PR and (laughs) decided to chase her, which was the
wrong mistake.”   

Do you have any regrets about anything?
“No. I haven’t. I worked hard enough but I wish, in
one way, I’d worked even harder. When you’re going
through all your stuff, certain days come back to you.
You remember how you could have stayed on but you
didn’t, you went. And I thought, ‘If I’d have just…’
I’m a perfectionist, that’s the trouble. I’m never
satisfied… but what can I do?”

What’s next for you in terms of photographic
projects?
“We’re doing a fantastic tribute to David Bowie –
really a super, fabulous book. Then we’re doing
a book of all my best pictures and telling the full story
of how they were done – the whole shebang behind
them all. It’ll be a really interesting book... (Laughs)
And we haven’t mentioned Michelle Pfeiffer once!”
Steve Fairclough
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“I consider myself a conventional photographer,” 
declares Chloe Sells. “I use a field camera and shoot 
with film that is processed normally and printed in a 
darkroom.” That’s true, but it’s only part of the story, 
because the resulting intense and dreamlike images 
are anything but conventional. 

Vividly coloured, often overlaid with seemingly 
random shapes and textures, collaged together with 
other images and sometimes completely abstract,  
they are the work of a visual artist exploring the  
limits of what can be made using the traditional 
photographic process.

Sells, 39, was born in Colorado, USA, and studied 
photography at the Rhode Island School of Design, 
then fine art at Central St Martins in London, 

graduating in 2011. She currently divides her time 
between Botswana, where she photographs, and 
London, where she prints her work. 

She usually presents her images as unique, hand-
made analogue C-type prints. However, for her latest 
project, Swamp – shot in what she describes as the 
“epically beautiful and terrifyingly wild” Okavango 
Delta – she chose to show a series of related images in 
book format for the first time. 

“I wanted to create an object,” Sells explains, 
“something that would allow people to take a journey 
through the palms of their hands. There is something 
so sterile about pieces of art on a wall and I wanted 
a change from that way of people experiencing my 
work. These seemed like a good series of images to 

WILDEST DREAMS 
Chloe Sells’ dreamlike depictions of Botswana’s Okavango 
swampland are created using a darkroom process that’s both 

spontaneous and intentional, the visual artist explains
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All images taken from
Swamp © Chloe Sells

use for this purpose because they are about being 
inundated by wildness. I thought that I could create 
a rhythm of parallel movements between the physical 
turning of the pages and the cacophony of colour, 
form and texture that exists within the pictures.”

Creating each print involves experimenting 
intensively in the darkroom for a day or more and is a 
combination of the unplanned and the intentional. 

“I’m looking to create a refined composition 
through the layering of light, and just like with a 
painting or a drawing, this is a process,” she says. 
“I usually whittle down the most important details, 
through a series of tests, until the most important 
features of the image and any interventions that  
I create come into confluence. 

“This is an exacting task and I am finished when as
many of the features as I think are possible come into 
balance. I have limited control and total freedom at 
the same time.”

Shooting on film with Contax 645 and Linhof 5 x 
4 cameras is central to this process, and the resulting 
large negatives allow her to create prints up to  
30-40in wide that contain the level of detail she  
wants. Although the images could be created using  

digital techniques, Sells prefers to work in
the “active environment” of the traditional
darkroom. “I would find no pleasure in sitting
behind a computer screen,” she says. “The
exploration and element of surprise that is available
when experimenting with light and alchemy is far
more interesting to me… it’s the purest form
of photographic exploration I know.”
David Clark

I wanted to create an object, 
something that would allow people 
to take a journey through the palms 
of their hands

Swamp is published by Gost in April 2016 
price £35. For more information, visit www.
gostbooks.com.  To see more of Chole’s work, 
visit chloesells.com. Under the Sun will run  
at Julie Saul Gallery, New York from 
until 11 June 2016. 



WHEN LAURA El-Tantawy published
In the Shadow of the Pyramids at the
beginning of 2015, she was barely known
in the world of photography. One year later
her book is recognised as one of the most
important photobooks of the past year;
she’s been nominated for the prestigious
Deutsche Börse Photography Foundation
Prize; and her work is currently showing
at The Photographers’ Gallery in London.

In the Shadow of the Pyramids records the
events in Cairo’s Tahrir Square in 2011,
events in which hundreds of people were
killed, events which led to the overthrow
of Egypt’s president, Hosni Mubarak.
The elation of the protestors in the square

LAURA EL-TANTAWY
As Egyptians fought to overthrow a president in Cairo,
Laura El-Tantawy realised she was not an impartial witness

is offset by the grief of mothers whose
children have been killed, where the
energy and swirl of the nighttime crowds
is balanced by quiet moments of thought,
concern, and fatigue.

It’s an emotional book, but also a
very personal one for El-Tantawy. She
returned to Egypt from her London home
to document the Egyptian ‘Arab Spring’,
but quickly realised that she was not an
impartial witness.

“I was always part of it somehow,”
she says now. “The images that really
work for me are images where I projected
a lot of my emotions onto the emotions
that I was seeing.” In this sense,

El-Tantawy is creating photojournalism 
where the photographer is part of the 
events unfolding before her. 

“I do photograph as a photojournalist 
but I don’t believe in that sense of the 
neutrality of the photojournalist; so 
you know that ‘Faces of the Revolution’ 
(which focuses on faces in Tahrir Square) 
is a series of self-portraits as well as 
capturing what I was seeing.” 

The subjective nature of the images is 
heightened by El-Tantawy’s prominent 
use of colour. “My work always has a very 
strong sense of colour – that red colour. 
And I photograph a lot at night, because 
you get these little pockets of light and it’s 
more about the emotion.”

At the same time, however, the work 
goes beyond the immediacy of that 
emotion. It was also created as a record 
of events that would be a testament to 
what happened in Tahrir Square. This 
is especially important for El-Tantawy, 
who has seen a revisionist view of history 
taking hold in Egypt. “Right now, the 
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All images taken from 
In the Shadow of the 
Pyramids by Laura 
El-Tantawy, 2015,
intheshadowofthe
pyramids.com

Laura El-Tantawy will 
be speaking at 
Photobook Bristol, 
10-12 June. For more 
information and  
for tickets go to: 
photobookbristol.com

Laura _ El-Tantawy _ Rising _ Stars
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narrative, which in my opinion has been
manufactured, is that it was the Muslim
Brotherhood who killed the protestors.
The idea is that it wasn’t the police, that
the Brotherhood had got police uniforms
and it was them on rooftops sniping
at people and killing people. So the
narrative has completely changed. For our
collective political identity, it’s easier to
be in denial, to say that we, as a country,
don’t have blood on our hands.”

El-Tantawy’s latest book, Postscript,
created to commemorate the fifth
anniversary of the Tahrir Square protests,
also addresses the aftermath of the
revolution, and the ways in which images
are made and understood. Printed in a
postcard format, the beautifully designed

accordion book matches 
15 images from the square 
with texts that question 
how the images were 
made, the part El-Tantawy 
played in their making, 
and the ways in which, in 
the heightened reality of 

the demonstrations, people presented 
themselves to the camera. 

Most movingly, El-Tantawy looks at 
her intrusiveness while photographing the
mothers of those who have been killed. 
“It was hard to justify my presence to 
the grieving families,” she says. “I was 
working on my own, not representing any 
publication and without any influence 
outside my belief their story had to be told.
Who will hear our story? Who will get our 
dead children’s rights back?

“Those two questions became 
increasingly difficult to answer with any 
degree of confidence. The families saw in 
me a messenger, but in reality, I felt like an
exacerbation to their unhealed wounds.  
I still worry about meeting them again. I’m 

scared they haven’t moved past their grief, 
which is where I imagine they still are.”

El-Tantawy is continuing to examine 
themes of home, identity and the conflicts 
in being a strong, independent woman 
in a country where tradition and religion 
can be overbearing in her latest project, 
Beyond Here is Nothing (set to be published 
in 2017). 

But for now she is enjoying the success 
of her earlier work. “I’m really happy 
that’s the first body of work to be widely 
seen, and the fact that it’s been nominated 
for the Deutsche Börse Prize is like, 
‘Wow’ – I never expected anything of that 
magnitude. I never expected anyone to 
buy the book. 

“The journey the book has taken has 
been amazing, it has a life of its own.  
But now with the nomination it’s giving 
the work a different profile and people  
will revisit what happened in Egypt, 
and the story will live on. That’s really 
important, especially now with the 
narrative changing.” 
Colin Pantall

I was working on my own, 
without any influence 
outside my belief their  
story had to be told.

Rising _ Stars _ Laura _ El-Tantawy
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LION
In South Africa, lions are legally 
bred on farms for people to hunt. 
David Chancellor hopes his latest 
photographic study will educate 
rather than enrage its audience about 
the controversial practice

WHEN the world learned about the death of Cecil the 
lion last July – the beloved resident of Hwange National 
Park in Zimbabwe had been lured away by hunters, 
then killed for a trophy – outrage swiftly followed. 
Walter James Palmer, the Minnesota dentist who killed 
Cecil, became the target of online death threats. 
Investigations were launched on two continents to 
discover the facts behind the killing. Major airlines 
rushed to announce they would no longer fly such 
wildlife trophies on their planes.

But while Cecil’s death has put a new focus on illegal 
poaching, other hunters continue to pursue their own 
lion trophies perfectly legally. 

That’s because another, less publicised form of 
trophy hunting exists – the sanctioned hunting, 
stalking and killing of lions that are bred, grown and 
kept in captivity on farms in South Africa. 

With his latest body of work, ‘Lion’, multi award-
winning photographer David Chancellor has been 
documenting this practice. The images in his series are 
taken at ranches across the country where lions await 
the same fate as Cecil. 

We caught up with Chancellor at the Sony World 
Photography Awards in London, where he was 
awarded second place in the Campaign category, and 
talked to him about his work documenting the complex 
relationship between man and animal.
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How did your work in this area start?
“It began from an interest in the way we put a price
on wildlife; in short, how and why we feel it necessary
to commodify wildlife. The most obvious example of
that is tourist trophy hunting. It was never an attempt
to condemn one particular group of individuals in
favour of another; it was more about creating
a discussion and engaging with all sides.

“I think the incident in Zimbabwe with Cecil
the lion is an extremely good example of how this
subject causes a knee jerk reaction. People say,
‘This is terrible, we should stop it,’ without actually
understanding the ramifications of such an action.
First of all there would be a huge amount of income
lost to those living in rural Africa and, secondly,
you’re asking those local communities to live
alongside animals that are killing their children,
taking their livestock and destroying their crops
without offering a viable alternative or compensation.

“When I started this, I didn’t think I would find an
audience for this work. I felt any audience would just

[Previous page] Caged
lions at a farm in
Eastern Cape
[Above] Lioness
in a skinning shed,
Northern Cape
[Right] White lion
trophy being prepared
at a taxidermist’s studio

assume it was either pro- or anti-hunting, when in 
fact it’s far more nuanced than that. 

“If we want to continue to live alongside wildlife  
we have to put a value on it. If there’s no value on it,  
it quickly becomes extinct. I am certainly not  
a hunter: I’m a very recent observer of the industry. 
However, I’m very much aware that hunting has to be 
considered one of the tools that we have available to 
us when conserving wildlife.”

Your latest project, ‘Lion’, looks specifically at lions 
bred in captivity for hunting. Why did this capture 
your interest?
“Lion farming – which is something that only 
happens in South Africa – currently has no benefit to 
conservation; they are bred purely for people to hunt. 
I’m personally not in favour of the farms as there is 
no evidence that they are a benefit to conservation. 
Lion farmers say what it does is remove the pressure 
on wild populations, so in other words, it’s much 
cheaper to hunt a farmed lion than a wild one, and 
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It was never an attempt to condemn
one group in favour of another; it
was more about creating a discussion
and engaging with all sides.

they are more readily available – with 8,000 in farms, 
compared to 2,000 in the wild. 

“They say that by hunting a farmed lion you won’t 
want to go and shoot a wild lion. But that’s unproven 
and I don’t agree. For a hunter, once you’ve hunted 
a farmed lion, the next level is a wild one. Therefore 
you’re not protecting but simply adding another 
layer, and delaying the inevitable.”

Some of the images are hard to look at. Did you go 
into the project with an agenda?
“They’re emotive and they need to be. My desire 
is always to try and understand; the process of 
documenting any subject gives me the time and space
to achieve that. Sharing the work hopefully takes any 
audience on the same journey. I’m not attempting to 
‘expose’, I’m attempting to understand and inform.”

How difficult was it to gain access to these farms?
“It wasn’t a covert project. It’s not an attempt to say 
this is bad or this is good. It’s an attempt to explain 

where we are. It’s very difficult to get the trust from 
those organisations – whether they are hunters, 
conservationists or breeders – to say, “Yes, sure, come 
in and see what we are doing.” But without that, it 
becomes very black and white, the pro and the anti, 
and it’s not about that. It’s the debate and why we 
need to have a pro and an anti. 

“I’m extremely appreciative of all those who allow 
me the time and space to do my work. I consider it 
a real privilege to do what I do, to be allowed to do 
it, and to spend time with those individuals who 
are all extraordinarily skilled and dedicated in their 
particular fields.”
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You’re known for shooting medium format. What
is it about film that attracts you?
“I use film because it’s a much slower process, it’s
more considered. With this format you’re there,
working side by side with those you’re documenting.
You’ve got to be honest with people and clear in
your mind why you’re doing it. If I’m working with
a hunter, or a vet, then I’m also standing in front of
a charging animal. If it’s poaching, anti-poaching,
animal capture or release, the same applies. I like to
have a relationship and dialogue with the people and
animals that I work with, there’s an inherent trust on
both sides.”

What cameras and lenses are your kit bag staples?
“I use Mamiya 7IIs, with 43mm, 50mm, 65mm,
80mm and 150mm. If you’re working on a human 
wildlife story, I see very little point in sitting back on  
a long lens, not engaging with the wildlife or the 
people who are working with it. In order to put that 
context together you need to be up close and personal. 

You need to have a reaction from them – you’re no 
longer an observer, you’re a part of the story and  
I think that shows. The wildlife is reacting to you, 
you’re in their space. That is the essence of my work: 
our impact upon wildlife, and how we affect it, so 
there’s just no point sitting back.”

‘Lion’ won Silver in the Sony World Photography 
Awards for Best Campaign. How do you know 
which images to enter in which competition? 
“If I’m working on something, a bit like with ‘Lion’, 
and I think the award may be a very interesting 
vehicle to then open another dialogue with  
a subject that’s not well understood and treated in an 
oversimplistic way, then I’ll choose those particular 
subjects for those particular awards, rather than 
thinking, ‘That’s a good image – I’m going to enter  
it there because it’s going to win.’ Some competitions 
I don’t bother with because I don’t think they’re 
reaching an audience that’s interesting for me.”
Natalie Denton

[Above] Trophy lion,
springbok and spotted
hyena at a hunting
convention

All images taken from
the ‘Lion’ series
© David Chancellor
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GET A FREE 
REFLECTOR KIT
WORTH £69.95*

Control and manipulate lighting with Manfrotto’s Circular Panel 60 
5:1 kit, which is collapsible and comes with its own carry case
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If only Michelangelo could have used Fujifilm 
Wallpaper on the Sistine Chapel…

WHEN A NEW restaurant 

commissioned a motor-

themed display for its bar area 

photographer Nick Turley turned to 

CC Imaging and Fujifilm’s Wallpaper 

Media for help. 

 Michelangelo may have 

established the trend for ceiling art 

with his celebrated treatment of the 

Sistine Chapel, but the principle of 

creating rich visual entertainment 

above the heads of visitors is still 

going strong some five hundred 

years later - albeit in a 21st century 

format. 

 While the newly-opened 

Waterwheel restaurant in Howden, 

Yorkshire might not share the 

same sweeping dimensions as 

the Vatican, this upmarket new 

venue nonetheless boasts a 

sumptuous interior that’s the 

setting for a remarkable overhead 

artwork, designed and created by 

photographer Nick Turley.

 “There’s a motoring theme 

running throughout the whole 

restaurant,” says Nick, “and we 

were briefed by our client to look 

at putting together a selection of 

photographs that tapped into this 

and which would be displayed on 

the ceiling/wall in the bar area. The 

idea was to create one complete 

artwork that would become an 

integral part of the decoration.”

 The spaces to fill on the ceiling 

came in a range of different sizes 

and Nick needed to find a pro lab 

that could understand the unusual 

nature of the job and who might 

suggest a suitable media to print 

on.  “The first step was to measure 

all the bays very carefully,” says 

Nick, “and then to produce scale 

drawings. Then I had to produce a 

visual design and make any changes 

they asked for. At this stage I could 

go ahead and produce the finished 

artwork files, all at the correct sizes.”

 “I chose to work with CC 

Imaging in Leeds because it was 

a lab I knew well and I was aware 

of their reputation for high quality 

printing and attention to detail. 

They advised that Fujifilm Wallpaper

would be the perfect media to use.”

 Halifax-based Nick provided 

comprehensive printing 

instructions and sizes to CC 

Imaging.  Mark Senior, the 

company’s joint MD says, “This was 

a first for us but we knew we had 

the facilities to cope and we felt 

confident that Fujifilm’s Wallpaper

media would be up to the job.

“In fact, the only issues we

faced were ensuring we got the

measurements spot on and also of 

handling the non-standard sizes 

and overlaps. 

 “The images were created in 

Fujifilm ImageHunter software 

and printed on an Epson Stylus Pro 

11880 64" inkjet printer. The whole 

process was really straightforward. 

The ink went down really well, with 

no smudging or banding, and, 

importantly, the colours from roll to 

roll also matched perfectly.”

 Great care was taken to ensure 

that the colours would be resistant 

to fading. “We did some tests 

where we coated the paper with a 

cellulose spray,” says Mark, “but it 

quickly became apparent that the 

media was actually really durable 

and it wasn’t required. It was also 

quite lightweight despite coming in 

rolls that were 42 inches wide, and 

our fear that it might be difficult 

to hang was unfounded. In short, 

Fujifilm has got the product exactly 

right.”

 Mark also appreciated the fact 

that, like genuine wallpaper, the 

Fujifilm product had the right smell 

when it was wet (“a little fishy”), and 

it was pasted up at the restaurant 

by two professional paper hangers 

working off a scaffold. For the 

record the choice of adhesive was 

Erfurt Mav ready mixed paste and 

the mounting of the 24 prints was 

achieved in just two days. 

 “The result is breathtaking,” 

comments Nick. “Photographs of 

the ceiling look amazing, but they 

don’t do justice to the actual ‘wow’ 

effect.”

 For more information see:

Nick: www.inside-outbranding.com 

CC Imaging: www.ccimaging.co.uk 

Fujifilm ImageHunter 
Software
Fujifilm’s ImageHunter product
manager Peter Hayward suggested to CC Imaging that 
this RIP software, designed specifically for use with 
large and wide format printers, might be perfect for this particular 
printing job. Senior product specialist Mark Wade then guided the 
lab through the set up. ImageHunter delivers easy resizing, tiling and 
cropping with an accurate preview and also offers the ability to divide 
an image into borderless strips - perfect for a project of this kind. 
Download a trial version at: http://www.fujifilm.eu/esp

Mark Senior of CC Imaging with output
on Fujifilm’s Wallpaper Media
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GETTY SUES GOOGLE
GETTY has filed a formal complaint with the EU’s antitrust commission, 
claiming that Google is promoting the piracy of copyright photos by scraping 
images from third-party sites and making them available to download.

Specifically, Getty says it’s seen a big drop in visits since 2013, when 
Google started including high-resolution images on Google Images. The 
stock image provider argues that this policy has “promoted piracy, resulting 
in widespread copyright infringement”.

“Because image consumption is immediate, once an image is displayed  
in high-resolution, large format, there is little impetus to view the image  
on the original source site,” Getty’s complaint reads. “These changes have 
allowed Google to reinforce its role as the internet’s dominant search  
engine, maintaining monopoly over site traffic, engagement data and 
advertising spend.”

 Getty’s complaint is only one element of the antitrust commission’s 
current investigations, which is addressing claims that Google is distorting 
search results in favour of its own services, allegedly damaging a range of 
businesses including comparison shopping and travel websites.

Getty believes that professional photographers should be included on that 
list. “Artists need to earn a living in order to sustain creativity and licensing is 
paramount to this,” said the company’s general counsel, Yoko Miyashita. 
“However, this cannot happen if Google is siphoning traffic and creating  
an environment where it can claim the profits from individuals’ creations as 
its own.” 

Getty says it tried to settle its dispute with Google back in 2013, but the 
search giant apparently told the agency it could either accept the new format 
or remove its images from Google Images entirely – a response that Getty 
found wholly unacceptable. 

You can read the full complaint, and follow ongoing developments in the 
suit, at wherewestand.gettyimages.com/advocacy.

NEWS
The latest equipment, services and industry news for professional photographers

SONY OFFERS FREE SUPPORT
SONY has announced it will be extending its 
Imaging Pro Support programme to include UK 
photographers, from September onwards.

The free service includes a dedicated  
telephone helpdesk that will provide professional 
photographers with support in using their Sony 
camera equipment. 

The scheme will also include a free collection and 
return service for Sony units requiring repairs, as 
well as a free back-up loan unit to keep professional 
photographers up and running in the interim. 

Members of the programme will also be able to 
benefit from a free twice-yearly image sensor 
cleaning service – with filter glass replacement if 
necessary – plus a firmware check-up to keep their 
cameras in the best condition possible.

There will be no membership fee for the service, 
which will be available to professional photographers 
who own at least two camera bodies and three lenses 
from a qualifying list. 

Sony will announce full details of the scheme 
closer to the launch date.
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WPO LAUNCHES PHOTOFAIRS
THE World Photography Organisation has announced it’s hosting a series of international
art fairs, under a new brand entitled ‘Photofairs’.

Photofairs will be dedicated to showcasing fine art photography and moving images,
from leading international galleries and their artists, to international collectors.

The first fairs will take place in Shanghai, on 9-11 September, at the Shanghai
Exhibition Center, and in San Francisco, on 27-29 January 2017, in the Festival Pavilion
at the Fort Mason Center. Confirmed galleries for both events include Blindspot Gallery
(Hong Kong), ShanghArt (Shanghai, Beijing and Singapore), Camera Work (Berlin),
Flowers Gallery (London & New York) and Eric Franck (London).

LEICA’S SCREENLESS CAMERA
LEICA has raised eyebrows in the photography world by releasing a new digital camera that
has no LCD screen.

The fifth product in the Leica M range, the Leica M-D (Typ 262) has been created to
help photographers “focus on the absolute essentials”, according to the company.

It’s the second screenless digital camera from Leica, following 2014’s Leica M Edition
60, created to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the M design.

All controls on the new camera are analogue, from shutter speed to drive modes, and
the area where you’d normally see a screen is instead taken up by an ISO sensitivity setting
dial. The M-D 262 includes a built-in light meter, and is sold in a bundle that includes a
carrying strap made from full-grain cowhide leather.

Leica believes its new camera will return users to a simpler, pre-digital time, when
people focused purely on taking photographs in the moment. “Photographers must return
to the principles of photography: accurate framing and composition, selecting the
appropriate parameters and settings, and ensuring that they capture the decisive moment
with the thought and consideration that has always been necessary in analogue
photography,” says Jason Heward, managing director of Leica UK.

NICOLAS TIKHOMIROFF
FAMED for his dramatic shots of both
celebrities and soldiers, French Magnum
photographer Nicolas Tikhomiroff has
died, aged 89.

Born in Paris to Russian parents, he
first found work in the darkroom of a
fashion photographer. Soon he was
shooting for magazines such as Marie
France using a Rolleiflex. In 1956, he met
French journalist Michel Chevalier, and
began to accompany him as a freelance
photographer on trips to the Soviet
Union, Africa, and the Middle East.

In 1959, he joined Magnum, where he
became known for his photo stories on
subjects including the Algerian War,
Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos.

Tikhomiroff also shot celebrities like
Brigitte Bardot, Jeanne Moreau and
Edith Piaf, and contributed to a Magnum
project on World Cinema, meeting Orson
Welles, Fellini and Visconti. He retired in
1987, but continued working on his
personal projects in France.

“To me, his name will always be
linked to his iconic photographs of Orson
Welles, notably in Spain on the set of
Chimes at Midnight,” says Magnum
member Bruno Barbey.

“As well as a very important portraitist
of the celebrities of the 60s, Nicolas was
also a concerned photographer, whether
covering the USSR in 1957 or De
Gaulle’s historic visit to Algeria in 1960.

“Nicolas epitomised Magnum’s long
standing tradition, producing both
a significant personal work on film set
photography and covering world news
for the agency.”
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GRADUATE OPPORTUNITY TO REACH INDUSTRY INSIDERS
EVEN the best graduates in photography can struggle to launch their careers and get 
exposure for their work. So Professional Photography magazine is partnering with print 
and framing service theprintspace, Photomonth and the World Photography Organisation 
to present Trajectory – a unique platform for the graduates of 2016 to showcase their final 
major projects to more than 500,000 photographers and industry professionals. This 
venture aims to get you noticed by editors, photographers, agents and gallerists.

A team of expert curators will select five entrants to take part in a fully-funded,  
large-scale exhibition at theprintspace gallery, Shoreditch, London. They’ll also be 
featured at Photomonth, the East London Photography Festival. The winning images 
will be showcased on the pages of Professional Photography, with a Rising Star interview 
with the overall winner. 

Trajectory is free to enter at theprintspace-marketing-mz6k.squarespace.com. It 
closes for entries on 29 May.

500PX EXPANDS TO EUROPE
PHOTO community and stock agency 
500px, which works with more than 
seven million photographers around the 
world, is continuing its aggressive global 
expansion plans, moving into Europe. 

Headquartered in Toronto, with an 
office in San Francisco, 500px will 
shortly launch a marketplace in 
Germany, following a recent expansion 
into the Chinese market. 

“Millions of photographers in Europe 
are already part of the 500px community, 
but the licensing business for 500px in 
Europe has remained largely untapped,” 
says Andy Yang, CEO of 500px. “With 
this expansion, 500px is giving our 
photographers access to a new market 
and customers to license their work.”

Industry veteran Dittmar Frohmann 
will oversee 500px’s German operations. 
The company has also recently hired 
Flickr’s Kimberly Potvin as its new 
director of content.

HISTORIC IMAGES ON SHOW
UNSEEN photographs by celebrated early 
Victorian photographer Oscar Gustav Rejlander 
have been acquired by the National Portrait 
Gallery, and will soon be on show to the public.

Anticipating Photoshop by more than  
a century, Rejlander is known for his pioneering 
work combining multiple negatives in the 
darkroom to create new, artificial compositions. 

As a portraitist he also influenced famous 
photographers such as Julia Margaret Cameron 
and Lewis Carroll, and he collaborated with 
Charles Darwin and the Pre-Raphaelite 
Brotherhood. 

“We are delighted to welcome this album 
into the Gallery’s Collection,” said director 
Nicholas Cullinan, “not least because it will 
provide access to important examples of 
portraiture from the history of photography. We 
also hope it will enable visitors to engage with 
Victorian photography in a new way and make 
comparisons with later developments.”
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DOUBLE WIN IN SONY AWARDS
THE world’s largest photography competition,
The Sony World Photography Awards, has
revealed its 2016 winners. This year, they hail
from 10 countries and for the first time, one
photographer has won two categories in the
same year. 

Canadian photojournalist Kevin Frayer,
who’s best known for his wartime work, has
taken the award for best photography of people
for his series ‘Nomadic Life Threatened on
the Tibetan Plateau’. And his series ‘Eagle
Hunters of Western China’ has also won in the
environment category.

In this shot from the latter (left), spectators
react as they watch a Chinese Kazakh eagle
hunter (not shown) release his bird during a
local competition. It was taken in the
mountains of Xinjiang, northwestern China.

NIKON APP ON ANDROID
SNAPBRIDGE is a new technology for 
Nikon users that enables you to connect  
a compatible digital camera to your smart 
devices via Bluetooth. And now Nikon 
has launched its first SnapBridge app, on 
the Android platform.

This means photographers can 
automatically upload their images to  
their Android smartphone or tablet – or 
to Nikon’s own cloud storage service, 
Image Space.

The app also enables you to control 
your camera remotely using your 
Android device, and will share 
information with your camera such as 
firmware updates.

Nikon promises SnapBridge will be a 
standard feature on almost every new 
camera from 2016 onwards, beginning 
with the Nikon D500. An iOS version of 
the app is expected later in the year.
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ZEISS GOES WIDE
ZEISS has launched its fastest and widest
lens to date for a mirrorless camera.

The new autofocus Zeiss Batis 18mm
f/2.8 E-mount lens is designed to be used
with Sony’s A7-series range. It will also
work with smaller-sensor models such as
the A6000 and A6300.

Like all Batis lenses, focusing distance
is viewable on an OLED on the lens
barrel. The aperture range is f/2.8-22
and the minimum focusing distance is
9.8 inches.

The Batis 2.8/18 accepts 77mm filters,
there’s a rubberised focus ring for when
you wish to manually focus the lens, and
it’s weather-sealed.

Zeiss describes it as the world’s
shortest full-frame fixed focal length
lens with autofocusing capabilities, and
its very large field angle is likely to be of
particular interest for those involved in
shooting landscapes or architecture.

ROYAL PRIZE LAUNCHED
THE Royal Family are clearly keeping  
a lot of UK photographers in work these 
days – so many, in fact, that The News 
Media Association has launched a special 
award to honour the best press 
photography at royal engagements.

The NMA has been inviting 
newspapers or agencies within the Royal 
Rota system – which includes members of 
the WPA, Council of Photographic News 
Agencies and the Independent 
Photographers Association – to submit 
their shots of the royals, taken over the 
past year, for the inaugural Royal Rota 
photography competition. 

Their entries will shortly be showcased 
on the NMA’s website (newsmediauk.
org) and the public will be invited to vote 
for their favourites. The overall winner 
will be selected in time for The Queen’s 
official birthday on 11 June.

News
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in conflicting emotions of desire and 
revulsion, fear and fascination.

Tate Modern, London    
£16 [Until 21 August]

The Rhubarb Triangle 
& Other Stories
Martin Parr

The largest Martin Parr exhibition 
in the UK since 2002 is comprised 
of more than 300 photographs 
spanning the past 40 years. The new 
commission ‘The Rhubarb Triangle’ 
lies at the heart of this exhibition and 
features a series of photographs taken
over the last 12 months in and around
local countryside between Wakefield,
Morely and Rothwell, which is famous
for producing early-forced rhubarb.

Hepworth, Wakefield, West Yorks
Free [Until 12 June]

A Retrospective
Sebastião Salgado

A look back at three decades of work
by the monochrome master, featuring
80 images throughout his career,
including selections for his 'Workers',
'Migrations', 'Genesis' and 'Scent
of a Dream' projects. Includes some
rare singular images from the Peter
Fetterman gallery’s own collection.

Peter Fetterman Gallery,
Santa Monica
Free [Until 11 June]

The Blink of an Eye
Jacques Henri Lartigue

An exploration of the 'snapshot' world
of Jacques-Henri Lartigue, as seen
through the eyes of author William
Boyd, a life-long devotee of Lartigue's
luminous views on life. The show
features some of Lartigue's best-
loved images including those of
his female muses such as the
irrepressible Bibi, Rene Perle and

Paris
Henri Cartier-Bresson

Eighty-three images captured
between 1929 and 1985,
providing an extraordinary
insight into the streets of the
city and its people. Opening
concurrently with ‘Alberto
Giacometti: A Line through
Time’, the exhibitions bring
together two of the greatest
artists of the 20th century.

Sainsbury Centre, Norwich
£7 [Until 29 August]

Dawn of the Photograph
Henry Fox Talbot

Discover how Henry Fox Talbot’s
invention of the negative-positive
process changed the course of
photographic innovations in the
19th century and immortalised him
as the father of the medium.

Science Museum, London
£8 [Until 11 September]

Mona Hatoum
Mona Hatoum

This is the first major survey of
Hatoum’s work in the UK, covering
35 years from her early radical
performances and video pieces
to sculptures and large-scale
installations. Born in Beirut to a
Palestinian family, she settled in
England in 1975. Hatoum engages us

Chou Valton, and his much-

photographed last wife, Florette.

Michael Hoppen Gallery, London
Free [8 June until 9 August]

The Thrill of the Chase:
The Wagstaff Collection
of Photographs
Various artists

Samuel J. Wagstaff Jr. was an

influential art curator, patron and

collector. In 1973, with the assistance

of his lover Robert Mapplethorpe,

Wagstaff came to believe that

art photography was significantly

undervalued. Over the next decade,

he assembled one of the most

important private collections of

photographs in the world, which

helped raise the profile of the medium

and the price of photographic works.

When he sold his collection to the

J. Paul Getty Museum in 1984, it

became the cornerstone of the

Museum’s newly formed Department

of Photographs. This exhibition

presents a selection of Wagstaff’s

collection that spans the history

of photography, from neglected

French photographers of the 1850s

to modernists Man Ray and Edward

Weston and late 20th-century

photographers Larry Clark, Joel-Peter

Witkin, and Peter Hujar.

The Getty Center, Los Angeles
Free [Until 31 July]

Helmut Newton: A
Retrospective
Helmut Newton

A major exhibition of the work

of legendary photographer

Helmut Newton. Taking over the

entire building on Amsterdam’s

JUNE

CALENDAR
All the best photography exhibitions and shows from around the world

AGENDA

Heroes
Steve Schapiro

More than 20 photographs of heroes from the worlds of film, politics, 
art, sport and music by renowned American photographer Steve 
Schapiro. The exhibition will include a selection of rarely seen 
portraits of David Bowie taken in Los Angeles in 1974, the subject  
of a new book on Bowie published by Powerhouse Books.

Atlas Gallery, London / Free  [9 June until 20 August]
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Unseen City
Martin Parr

Martin Parr gives us a new 
perspective on the City of London's 
traditions, ceremonies, banquets  
and public occasions through  
informal and unguarded pictures  
of the people involved in these  
ceremonial events.

Guildhall Art Gallery, London
£5 [Until 31 July]

The World at my 
Window
Joseph Sudek

This exhibition revisits the life 
and work of Josef Sudek within its 
sociogeographical and historical 
context – Prague during the first half 
of the 20th century, when the city was
a veritable hub of artistic activity. The 
show features 150 works spanning 
Sudek’s career, 1920-1976, examining 
his relationship to the world.

Jeu de Paume, Paris 
¤8.70 [7 June until 25 September] 

Keizersgracht, the retrospective 
features in excess of 200 
photographs, ranging from early 
prints that rarely go on display to 
monumental photos.

Foam, Amsterdam
¤10 [17 June until 4 September]

Strange and Familiar
Various artists

Curated by Martin Parr, this exhibition 
offers a timely consideration of how 
international photographers from the 
1930s onwards have captured the 
social, cultural and political identity  
of the UK through the camera lens.
A diverse cross-selection includes 
work from Henri Cartier-Bresson, 
Rineke Dijkstra, Robert Frank and 
Garry Winogrand.
 
Barbican, London
£12 [Until 19 June]

Deutsche Börse
Photography
Foundation Prize
Laura El-Tantawy, Erik Kessels,
Trevor Paglen and Tobias 
Zielony

This year’s shortlist reflects a range 
of approaches and subject matters 
encompassing the use of videos, 
objects and texts. These diverse 
bodies of work express political and 
personal concerns with identity, 
migration, surveillance and loss at 
their core. Read our ‘Rising Star’ 
interview with finalist Laura  
El-Tantawy on pages 54-56.

Photographers' Gallery, London 
£3 [Until 26 June]

The Perfect Medium
Robert Mapplethorpe

Previous retrospectives don't touch on
this comprehensive exhibition taking 
place across the Los Angeles Museum
of Art and the neighbouring J. Paul 
Getty Museum. It explores the artist's
work through his never-ending pursuit
of perfection. 

LACMA at the J Paul Getty Museum
Free [Until 31 July]

Performing for
theCamera
Various artists

Photography has been used to capture
performances since its invention 
– from the stars of the Victorian 
stage to the art happenings of the 
1960s, and beyond. From capturing 
performances to creating a new kind 
of stage for performers, this exhibition
looks at the interactions between the 
arts of photography and performance 
across 150 years, from the invention 
of the camera in the 19th century to 
the emergence of the selfie. Includes 
vintage prints, large scale works, 
marketing posters, and artists working
with Instagram.

Tate Modern, London
From £12.70 [Until 12 June]

The Band Photographs 
1968-1969
Elliot Landy

A collection of iconic and 
never-before-seen photographs 
documenting the making of this 
group’s first two albums, Music from 
Big Pink and The Band, through the  
lens of close friend Elliott Landy.
Landy’s images of The Band, including
the cover for their second album, 

End.
Eamonn Doyle 

This is the third and final 
installment of three bodies of 
work by Doyle, each exploring 
his native Dublin with varying 
stylistic techniques. Shot around 
North Dublin’s Parnell Street, 
he describes being drawn to the 
vibrancy and weary pathos.  

Michael Hoppen Gallery, London 
Free  [Until 15 July] 
 

Now You See Me
Various Artists

The show explores the 
diverse use of the body 
within photography through 
both established and 
emerging artists. Includes 
work by Juno Calypso, 
Juliana Cerqueira Leite, 
Mat Collishaw, Eloise 
Fornieles, Rachel Howard,  
Rasha Kahil and Jo Spence. 
TJ Boulting, London 
Free  [Until 2 July] 
 

documented the music scene during 
the classic rock-and-roll period and he 
soon became one of the first music 
photographers to be recognised as 
an artist. 

Proud Camden, London
Free [9 June until 24 July]

A History of 
Photography
Various artists

Throughout its history, photography 
has focused on the body as a subject 
of both artistic expression and 
scientific examination. In the 19th 
century, nude photography was 
influenced by the stylistic conventions 
of painting and sculpture. Over time 
a new visual language emerged, 
exploring themes such as sexuality, 
beauty, growth and ageing. Today, 
images of the body still have the 
power to inform, shock and seduce, as 
this exhibition demonstrates.

Gallery 100, V&A, London
Free [Until 17 February 2017]

Perth Amboy
Rachel Harrison

Named after a town in New Jersey 
where an apparition of the Virgin 
Mary was said to have appeared on 
the window of a two-story house, 
Rachel Harrison’s room-sized work 
Perth Amboy exemplifies a cross-
disciplinary approach to making art. 
The work comprises 21 photographs, 
individual sculptural assemblages, and 
an open-ended labyrinth made from 
cardboard. It's the first presentation 
of Perth Amboy at MoMA since the 
work entered the collection in 2011.

Museum of Modern Art, NY
$23 [Until 17 February 2017]
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There are opportunities all year round to explore the
latest tech and meet with like-minded professionals

EXPOS & FESTIVALS

3 JUNE-30 AUGUST  
PhotoEspaña
Various locations, Madrid
The largest cultural event 
in Spain, this festival of 
photography and visual arts 
has an extensive awards and 
exhibitions programme.

10-13 JUNE  
Photobook Bristol
Bristol, England
A mix of established and 
emerging photographers, 
collectors and publishers 
congregate in this three-day 
celebration of the photobook.

11-12 JUNE  
Vienna Photobook 
Festival
Vienna, Austria
The European event for 
photobook aficionados, 
collectors, publishers, 
photobook dealers, 
photographers and the  
curious public.

4 JULY-25 SEPTEMBER  
Rencontres d’Arles
Various locations, Arles
A renowned annual summer 
festival dating back to 1970, 
with shows of contemporary 
photography at historic sites.

27 AUGUST-11 SEPTEMBER  
Visa Pour L’Image
Various locations, 
Perpignan, France
This international festival of 
photojournalism includes a 
week of symposiums and talks,
attended by all the main photo 
agencies, as well as exhibitions
of photojournalism taking place
around the city.

Double Take: Drawing
and Photography
Various artists

Held across two venues, this
exhibition explores the ways
photography and drawing have
been mirrored and contrasted
in contemporary practice.

Photographers’ Gallery, London
£3 [Until 3 July]
Drawing Room, London
Free [Until 5 June] 

Soldier and Suffragettes
Christina Broom

Born in Scotland in 1862, Christina 
Broom has come to be regarded
as the UK’s first female press
photographer. With creativity and a
bold pioneering spirit, she took her
camera to the streets and captured
thousands of images of people and
events in London, revealing unique
observations of the city at the start
of the 20th century. She was on the
frontline when the 'Votes for Women'
movement first made history,
attending a rally of around half
a million women in Hyde Park in
1906. This major new exhibition of
her works reveals the extraordinary
story of this self-taught novice, who
turned photography into a business
venture to support her family.

Museum of London, Docklands
Free [19 June until 1 November]

Photography and Film
for the 20th Century
Paul Strand

The first retrospective of Strand's
work to be shown in the UK for more
than 30 years chronicles the full
output of his career, starting with his

shots of New York's financial district 
wharves and factories in the 1910s.  
A range of images taken on his 
extensive travels in the 1950s and 
1960s are also on show, including his 
only UK assignment on the Hebridean
island of South Uist. 

Victoria & Albert Museum, London
£9 [Until 3 July]

Rain
Yoshinori Mizutani

The first UK solo exhibition of
Japanese photographer and FOAM
talent 2014 nominee Yoshinori
Mizutani. This body of work
presents pedestrian crossings from
a high vantage point. Mizutani
photographs his subjects in series
that use composition and perspective
as tools to recontexutalise and
objectify the scenario and his vision.
Webber Gallery Space, London
Free [Until 21 June]

Public, Private, Secret
Various Artists

The premiere exhibition at the new 
ICP Museum, located at 250 Bowery. 
The debut show explores the concept 
of privacy in today’s society and 
studies how contemporary self-
identity is tied to public visibility. 
This thought-provoking exhibition 
presents a wide range of historical 
and contemporary works by artists 
including Zach Blas, Martine Syms, 
Natalie Bookchin, Cindy Sherman, Nan 
Goldin and Andy Warhol. Streams 
of real-time images and videos from 
various social media sources – curated 
with Mark Ghuneim and ICP’s New 
Media Narratives students – sharpen 
and heighten attention towards the 
social implications of our image-
centric world.

ICP Museum, New York
US$14 [Until 8 January 2017]

9-11 SEPTEMBER  
Photo Shanghai
Shanghai Exhibition 
Centre, Shanghai
Asia's largest photographic 
art fair, Photo Shanghai 
bridges the eastern and 
western art markets, with 
photographers including David 
LaChapelle featuring among 
those exhibiting. Talks and 
events, gallery exhibitions and
a moving image programme
are expected to make a return 
at this year's fair.

20-25 SEPTEMBER  
Photokina
Koelnmesse, Cologne
International photographic 
trade fair that takes place
every two years in Germany, 
with more than 1,000 
manufacturers on show.

20-25 SEPTEMBER  
Unseen
Amsterdam
This international festival with 
54 international galleries, 
Unseen highlights recent 
developments in contemporary 
photography, presenting 
emerging talent and unseen 
work by established artists.

19-22 OCTOBER  
PhotoPlus
Jacob K Javits Convention 
Centre, New York
The largest photography 
show in North America
attracts over 21,000 
professional photographers, 
photography enthusiasts, 
filmmakers, students and 
educators with hundreds
of exhibitors and seminars.

JULY
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BOOKSHELF
Our monthly pick of useful, inspirational and just plain beautiful photography books

1

Dark Rooms
Nigel Shafran

This photobook sees former fashion 
photographer Nigel Shafron capture a series 
of banal scenes with a poetic grace. From the 
artfully un-arranged contents of supermarket 
conveyor belts to the quietly observed vistas 
of domestic ordinariness, these images are 
loaded with a haunting human presence. 
Texts by David Chandler and Paul Elliman 
make the connections between the five 
seemingly unconnected sets become clearer. 
[Publisher] Mack
[Price] £35/$50
[Web] mackbooks.co.uk

2

Kosen
John Davies

Documenting the five years it takes to 
become a geisha, John Davies made repeated 
visits to Kyoto to shoot Kosen from the age 
of 15 to 20, as she completed her Maiko. 
The result is a stunning collection of images, 
exquisitely presented in this book. Working 
with top designers, Davies used an ‘exposed’ 
binding to reference traditional Japanese 
‘sewn’ book binding techniques. Pleasingly, 
this style of binding allows every spread to 
open and lie completely flat.
[Publisher] Self-published
[Price] £30/$45 
[Web] thephotographersgallery.org.uk/
bookshop

3

Magnum Cycling
Guy Andrews

Guy Andrews, cycling aficionado and editor of
the stylish cycling magazine Rouler, has clearly
been busy scouring the Magnum archives 
for inspiring images. In this book, he brings 
together an amazing showcase of cycling 

photography that includes the work of greats 
such as Robert Capa, Cartier-Bresson and 
Harry Gruyaert, as well as lesser known but 
equally brilliant work. 
[Publisher] Thames & Hudson 
[Price] £32
[Web] thamesandhudsonusa.com

4

Spirit is Bone
Oliver Chanarin & Adam Broomberg

This intriguing and somewhat spooky project 
by artistic duo Adam Broomberg and Oliver 
Chanarin is a portrait survey of Muscovites, 
including Pussy Riot member Yekaterina 
Samutsevic. While in the spirit of August 
Sanders’ Citizens of the Twentieth Century, this 
has an altogether more sinister underlying 
theme. Broomberg and Chanarin used  
specialist facial recognition cameras that were 
devised to capture the features of ‘unwilling’ 
subjects. The resulting digital death-masks 
are cleverly rendered in a lavish spot gloss on 
the pages of this thought-provoking book. 
[Publisher] Mack 
[Price] £25/$35
[Web] mackbooks.co.uk

5

Nature & Politics
Thomas Struth

This book is the exhibition catalogue to 
accompany the Düsseldorf-schooled German 
photographer Thomas Struth’s latest body of 
work. Showcasing 65 pieces, including the 30 
in the exhibition, it features work made since 
Struth’s last major retrospective six years 
ago. High production values show off Struth’s 
extraordinary images, which examine notions 
of constructed landscapes, with scenes 
from Disneyland, sites of scientific interests 
including nuclear facilities, and topographies 
from Israel and Palestine.  
[Publisher] Mack
[Price] £40/$55
[Web] mackbooks.co.uk

READ THIS…

Cyclops by Albert Watson

I never really knew 
much about Watson 
nor his work until  

I stumbled across a portrait of
Alfred Hitchcock holding a dead
turkey, almost a black comedy
Christmas card. Being a movie
buff, I looked into the origins 
of the image and who took 
it. I then found this amazing 
back catalogue of the Scottish
photographer’s work. Cyclops 
was published a couple of years 
after my book Degrees came
out, so I guess it was around
1997. I think Watson’s work  
has an edge of early Bailey,
Avedon or Penn. Maybe
that’s why I like him, as he’s  
a combination of all three – with 
a hint of Billy Connolly.

London photographer 
Andy Gotts shares his 
favourite book
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With such a wide choice of high-quality 
cameras and lenses at such keen prices, 

why does anyone still rent?

erious photographers have 
never had it so good in terms 
of equipment. SLRs such as 
the Canon 5DS and Nikon 
D810 offer incredible levels of 
resolution for under £3,000, 
while sports photographers are 
spoilt for choice at this year’s 

Olympics with the Canon 1DX Mark II, 
Nikon D5 and other imaging athletes. 
Big camera makers vie to offer cashback 
promotions and similar sweeteners, and 
Amazon and other major online retailers 
are locked in a supermarket-style price 
war. So you might not expect anyone, 
aside from a few specialist pros, to still be 
renting bodies and lenses in 2016.

Yet surprisingly, the rental market is 
big business in the UK, with a number of 
players. Major retailers such as Calumet 
and Wilkinson Cameras have long offered
rental services as a successful sideline, but 
there are also plenty of newer companies 
that specialise in hiring gear to various 
market segments.

Over the next few pages, we’ll look at 
why renting is still a very viable option in 

IS RENTAL
MENTAL?

2016, with case studies of successful pro
photographers who regard it as a central
part of their business plan and capital
expenditure strategy.

HORSES FOR COURSES
The first misconception to clear up is that 
photographers who regularly rent do so 
because they are short of equipment. 

“I have plenty of kit in my stockroom, 
but for one-off jobs it very much makes 
economic sense to hire specialist lighting,” 
says Paul Cooper, a sports advertising 
photographer who regularly works with 
big brands such as Manchester United. 
“I have a job next week for AON that 
requires one particular lighting set-up, 
then another for high-speed action shots, 
then a generator. Buying these eight lights 
and generator for a one-off action shoot 
would cost many thousands of pounds. 
And it doesn’t make sense when  
I can just rent it from Calumet.” 

This point is echoed by landscape, 
travel and architectural photographer 
David Clapp. “I rent something when  
I have no reason to buy it as I wouldn’t 

use it on a regular basis,” he says. “For 
example, this week I hired a 17mm tilt and 
shift lens to shoot the inside of a yacht, 
which I don’t get asked to do on a regular 
basis. Earlier this year I was out in the 
desert in the USA, and I hired a 24-70mm 
f/2.8 lens to help with low light. I wouldn’t 
ever buy one of these lenses as it doesn’t 
have image stabilisation. For general use 
I’d find it annoying, as I’d constantly be 
reaching for the tripod. If I’m leading a 
course on shooting the Northern Lights,  
I’ll also rent a 24mm f/1.4 lens as it’s ideal 
for the subject.” 

Unlike camera bodies, specialist 
lenses tend not to fall much in price in 
the months or even years after release, so 
renting remains an attractive choice for 
many jobbing pros. “A TV installation 
company recently asked me to shoot them 
installing audio-visual equipment in  
fancy houses, so I’m renting the Canon 
11-24mm f/4 wide zoom, as it does such  
a great job of keeping lines straight,” notes 
commercial and wedding photographer, 
Martin Cahill, a regular client of 
Wilkinson Cameras. “It would cost me 
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Premiership football players have busy schedules, which doesn’t allow you much time for shooting, says Paul
Cooper. His normal medium-format camera is too bulky for such a job, so he’ll hire a camera like the Nikon D810

about three grand to buy so it’s just not 
worth it for a one-off job.”

While there will always be a need to rent 
specialist wide angle or tilt and shift lenses 
for one-off jobs, there is also a new breed 
of high-quality, more mainstream glass 
that pros and serious enthusiasts are keen 
to use for important jobs.

 “The demand for decent glass has gone 
up,” notes Guy Thatcher of hireacamera.
com. “SLRs are offering ever-increasing 
resolution and people are realising that 
they can get amazing results with high-
quality lenses, particularly third-party 
ones from Sigma and Zeiss – the Otus and 
manual-focus Milvus range, for example. 

“It used to be a case of photographers 
going to Canon or Nikon if they wanted 
high-quality lenses, with Zeiss on the side: 
it was seen as quite old fashioned. 

“But Zeiss is no longer producing 
lenses from the last century, and the Otus 
range is simply stunning: it’s become 
really trendy. Sigma’s Art range is getting
rave reviews too, and Tamron’s range is
good. So more and more of our customers
are renting a high-quality, third-party
lens and using it with a high-resolution
SLR as they can get results comparable
with medium-format, for significantly
less outlay. Indeed, we were thinking of
expanding into medium-format rentals,
but the wide availability of high-resolution
SLRs and excellent lenses now makes me
wonder whether it’s worth it.”

RENTING LENSES
Despite the adage that you should always
spend on glass, some photographers are
happy to rent lenses most of the time.
“We have one pro client who prefers not
to own any lenses at all,” says Stewart
Robertson of Lenses for Hire. “He’s
working the Asian wedding photography
market, which tends to favour big-budget
productions, so he goes and talks to the
couple, finds out what they want and then
hires the right lenses. It enables him to go
and see clients with an open mind.”

Interestingly, every company we spoke
to cited proven workhorses such as the
24-70mm f/2.8 and 70-200mm f/2.8
zooms as their most popular lenses for
hire – even though many pros and serious
enthusiasts own these focal lengths in
some shape or form already. “That’s true,
but the Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8 L IS
II USM still costs nearly £2,000, which is
a lot if you only do a few weddings a year

in the spring and summer as a sideline,” 
adds Robertson. “And I don’t see so many
full-time pros these days. Lots of renters 
describe themselves as semi pros, and 
when they’re asked to turn their hand to a 
variety of jobs, renting makes sense. 

“Also, companies are increasingly 
asking that guy who works in IT and 
shoots the odd wedding to do some 
photography work for them, rather than 
bringing in a pro. And that guy from IT
then comes to us to hire the lenses.”

Rental companies also report a steady
demand from well-heeled enthusiasts who
rent long, fast prime lenses when they are
going on safaris, birding expeditions or
other once-in-a-lifetime trips.

So what about renting camera bodies?
Despite the constant discounting from the
likes of Amazon and generous promotions
from makers, rental companies again
report a steady demand from pros and
serious enthusiasts. “If I am asked to do
a quick portrait session with Manchester

We have one pro
client who prefers
not to own any
lenses at all.
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United players, I’ll hire something like the 
Nikon D810,” says Paul Cooper. “You often 
don’t have much time, and my big, bulky, 
medium-format camera can get in the way. 
If you’ve only got a couple of minutes with 
Wayne Rooney, you can’t be standing  
there waiting for the buffer. In that time,  
a hired D810 will enable me to get 20 shots 
in the bag. Also, camera bodies depreciate 
quickly, so it makes more sense to just hire 
one for certain types of jobs.”

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Another reason pros continue to hire 
camera bodies is to try new models out, 
while using their existing equipment 
as backup. “A lot of Nikon shooters are 
going to want to try out the new D500, 
for example,” notes Guy Thatcher of 
hireacamera.com. “If they’re getting paid 
reasonable money for a job, renting it is  
a great excuse to have a play.” 

More and more serious photographers 
are also using rental as a way to try out the 
latest and greatest mirrorless cameras, 
such as the Fujifilm X-Pro2 or the Sony A7 
range. “We’ve got a great relationship with 
Fujifilm and get new bodies and lenses 
pretty much after they launch,” adds 
Thatcher. “So people will rent the X-Pro2 
or X-T1 to see if they are as good as people 
say, and it’s the same with Sony.” 

Big camera makers are also increasingly 
offering ‘try before you buy’ schemes 
through selected retailers. “Our Test and 
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CASE STUDY

Renting can be 
cost-effective
Photographer Diane Thompson  
(couturefoto.co.uk) works for clients 
including OK!, Disney and Hilton. She 
explains why she’s a dedicated renter

So why do you rent?
“I’m a Canon user and buy L-series lenses, so
every piece of kit is expensive. Renting lenses
helps me decide if glass is right for me or not
before buying it.”

Are there any other good reasons for
pro photographers to rent?
“Rental is also very useful when you have  
a piece of kit being repaired or serviced and 
the show must go on. Studio hire also applies
here, when I’ve needed a fit for a specific 
client brief, whether that be a location near 
the client or the construction of a larger set.”

Does it work out more cost effective 
than buying the gear?
“Some people think that if you rent a piece of
kit several times that the cost is the same as 

buying the equipment. But that’s not always
true, especially when you’re using L-series
lenses. Wilkinson Cameras has a great ‘Try 
Before You Buy’ scheme, which applies to all 
their hire equipment. This allows you to hire
a lens or SLR and fully test it, ensuring it’s the 
right fit for your photography before you 
invest. If you then decide to buy the lens 
within 30 days of your hire period, they will 
refund the hire charge. That sounds very 
cost-effective to me.”

Do you worry about damaging the kit 
you hire out? 
“I always take great care of my kit – but yes,  
I am always a little more aware when using  
a rental lens.”

What about taking out insurance?
“All the rental companies will offer you 
insurance at the same time as hiring the 
equipment, or you might prefer to place the 
cover under your own insurance. In terms of

I’m a Canon user 
and buy L-series 
lenses, so every piece
of kit is expensive.

notifying your insurance company then yes, 
you would have to add a hired item onto your
policy as and when required. Or, if you are 
hiring equipment regularly you can add  
a sum insured for hired-in equipment.”

Do you have any other tips?
“I’d always consider a rental before a large 
purchase to ensure I am making the right 
investment in my kit. It is always worth 
finding your nearest rental supplier as you 
never know when you may need a specific 
piece of equipment for a particular job. Most 
importantly, always book your kit in advance 
to ensure availability; very popular gear can 
be out a lot of the time.”

Shooting for a number of big clients, Diane Thompson 
often needs special equipment to fit a specific brief. She 
finds renting works out to be much more cost-effective,  
even if she hires the same piece of kit several times
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Wow scheme has been very popular,” says
Clare Harvey-May of Olympus. “It’s a
great way for photographers to get know
the Olympus interchangeable-lens system
over a three-day trial at no charge.”

Olympus is particularly targeting the
scheme at higher-end SLR users who
are seriously contemplating moving to
mirrorless and had received feedback that
many photographers would like to take
out a longer loan, perhaps seven days.

“Although no firm arrangements have
been made, Olympus is looking into
the possibility of offering an additional
hire service, the cost of which would be
refunded against the purchase price.

“I think I’m right in saying Olympus
is the only manufacturer to offer a free
trial service to all photographers from
a good selection of retailers. Other
manufacturers only offer a free trial
to their higher level pro membership
schemes, but of course these memberships
are based on the number of bodies and
lenses you have – therefore it’s a very
exclusive trial service for those who
might benefit from it least.”

While Olympus wouldn’t specify
how many trial sessions had turned into
actual purchases since Test and Wow was
launched last May, uptake has apparently
been better than expected.

During the past 12 months, over 200
Test and Wow loans were taken out at one
retailer alone.

VIDEO AND BEYOND
Beyond the realm of stills photography,
the ever-increasing sophistication of video
recording is also driving demand for ‘dual-
format’ rentals.

“We have over 30 Sony A7 bodies for
hire, as they offer near-broadcast quality
video and a stunning sensor for stills,”
explains Guy Thatcher. “The rise of 4K 
video is changing everything. More and 
more of our customers, particularly event 
photographers, are being asked to take 
some video as well as producing stills.  
We have a 50/50 split between cameras 
being rented for stills and video, and this 
end of the market is only going to grow.” 

Sports advertising photographer Paul 
Cooper backs this up. “Sometimes I am 
asked to record a bit of behind the scenes 
video on jobs for a more ‘organic’ feel, so 
I’ll rent something like the Sony A7 II off 
Calumet. It’s great for recording video as 
it’s totally silent in operation, but it’s not 

THE BUSINESS

cost-effective for me to buy outright just
for occasional recording work.”

That said, some segments of the
video market have gone back to renting
dedicated video cameras. “While
you have got impressive 4K video
performance on the new 1DX Mark II,
it’s very much a raw pro tool aimed at
sports photographers,” notes Calumet’s
Jon Warner. “The Canon C100 Mark
II and Canon C300 video cameras are
luring some film makers back, as they
can be more intuitive for them to use
than very high-end SLRs. But many
could be hiring SLRs again if Canon
offers 4K video recording on its next
5D model, for example.”

HIRING TRENDS
Let’s conclude with an overview of the
photography equipment rental market.
Most of the suppliers we spoke to report
a steady demand for specialist lenses
from pros who are keen to use the best
possible glass with their cameras for

Rental demand is continuing to increase for the more expensive, high-end equipment such as lighting gear, says
Simon Browitt of DirectPhotographic.com, a leading provider based in London, Manchester, Paris and Cape Town

a particular, important job. Expensive
higher-end equipment, such as lighting
gear, is also increasingly popular, despite
the current pressures on full-time
commercial photographers.

“With more and more advertising-
related jobs, we’re finding business is
increasing at the top end of the rental
range,” reports Simon Browitt of
Directphotographic.com. “Discounted
gear on Amazon will hit companies who
hire out to occasional renters, but agencies
and brands want higher-end kit.”

More mainstream rental services are
being affected by the declining number
of full-time pros needing gear, but this
appears to be offset by the increasing
interest in trying out mirrorless cameras.

Also, tough economic times can actually
benefit rental services. “I started this
company during the recession in 2008
and my gut feeling is that a recession
can actually boost business as
photographers are less likely to splash
out on expensive kit,” reflects Stewart
Robertson. “High quality lenses, in
particular, aren’t going
to get cheaper any time soon.”

It’s true, of course, that there’s nothing
like owning your own tried-and-tested
camera kit. But should anyone claim
that you’re mental to consider rental,
there’s plenty of evidence to suggest
that you’re actually rather wise.
Geoff Harris

High quality lenses, 
in particular, aren’t 
going to get cheaper 
any time soon.
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ROUND TABLE

PROUD PROFESSIONAL
OR PESKY PREDATOR?
With everyone from substandard wedding photographers to unruly 
paparazzi ruining the good name of the profession, getting the public 
on side has never been more challenging. Our panel of experts discuss 
how to revive the battered reputation of professional photography

There seems to be a one-box-
fits-all perception of professional
photographers in the public’s eyes.
Your paparazzo is bandied together
with your wedding photographers
and fine art photographers, so the
paparazzi image can tarnish everyone
with one brush. Is this something
you’ve experienced yourselves?

Kate Hopewell-Smith As  
a wedding photographer, the 
parents of the bride and groom 

are still surprised that I’m female. But  
the main stigma I fight is with vicars and 
reverends, because photographers have 

Tell a new acquaintance that you’re a photographer 
and chances are they’ll think you’re a pushy 
paparazzo or an annoying wedding photographer –  
or perhaps the next pervert to make headlines  
when a model speaks out about sexual harassment, 
as supermodel Cara Delevingne did recently when 
she told The Times that  “gross, male photographers” 
go into the industry purely for the girls. Let’s face 
it: it isn’t a great reputation. So we decided to 
bring together  a panel of photographers and a 
photography historian to discuss how we might 
change the way the public views the working pro. 
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I go in and there’s an
immediate attitude
of anger. I have to
go on the charm
offensive every time.
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behaved appallingly in religious places.  
I go in and there’s an immediate attitude 
of anger. They don’t like us, so I have to go 
on the charm offensive every single time, 
and it just gets tiring. I apologise every 
time for the fact that we have a bad name, 
and they don’t believe what I’m saying; 
they’re waiting for me to misbehave.

Michael Pritchard I think 
photographers are still tarred by 
what’s gone before. In the 19th 

Century, professional photography, or  
‘the trade’ as it was perhaps known at that 
time, had a poor reputation. It was seen  
as disreputable and untrustworthy and  
I think we’re still seeing the legacy of that, 
which is being compounded by some of 
that influence from the 1970s and 1980s,  
with disreputable photographers being up 
to no good with their models. I think in  
a practical sense it actually affects a very 
small percentage of the profession. The 
majority of professional photographers are
reputable, trustworthy and do a very good 
job for their clients. We get very few
complaints against our members of the
Royal Photographic Society.

Lottie Davies When I’ve gone
travelling as a photojournalist,
there would usually already have

been a documentary film crew at the scene
and sometimes I don’t get access because
they didn’t behave appropriately. That’s
really frustrating. There are so many
different kinds of photographers, but you
get stuck with whichever one people have
met. If they’ve met a paparazzi, that’s
who you are. If they’ve met a wedding
photographer who jumped around and
was annoying at their wedding, that’s who
you are. I think it’s hard to say where we
fit because we’re all different. What I find
is that because of the ignorance of the
general public as to what we’re really like,
there are a few big names who effectively
represent the rest of us – and they tend to
be big names because they are loud.

Do you find yourselves specifying
your area of photography to avoid
bad associations?

Elisabeth Blanchet I say to people
‘I take pictures’ rather than ‘I’m
a photographer’. The camera is

just a tool anyway.
Kate Hopewell-Smith Yes, I hate 
saying ‘wedding photographer’.  
I say I’m a ‘people photographer’. 

That’s an enormous field, and we’re all 

photographers and Kate’s example just
reminded me that I had some complaints
last year about wedding photographers.
One turned out to be an RPS member
and one wasn’t. We’d always advise in that
situation to go back to the photographer
and possibly take legal action against
them, because people like that shouldn’t
get away with bad photography – it does
tarnish the profession as a whole.

Lottie Davies You say ‘bad
photography’: were they just
unprofessional or was the work

of a really bad standard?
Kate Hopewell-Smith Yes,
technically bad.

Lottie Davies So, how come this
person gets to call themselves a
professional photographer?

Is it simply too easy to get in?
Lottie Davies People don’t
understand what it is we do, they
think it’s easy. ‘You charge how

much? Everybody can take a picture!’
So many people have said that to my face.

On the other hand, is there anybody
championing the reformed professional
photographer’s image?

Lottie Davies There are so few of 
us. And who really cares? 

more niche than that, but I hate saying  
I photograph weddings because people 
still think of the guys with the tripods 
stood outside the church for three hours. 
The other problem is, some clients have 
been so badly burnt by photographers who 
have wrecked people’s memories of their 
weddings. That’s affecting the industry as 
well. People I’ve met through the portrait 
side of my work have sometimes shown me 
their wedding photographs and told me 
they’re really upset by them. With one,  
I honestly thought she should have taken 
legal proceedings. 

So it’s not just what happened 30-40 
years ago that’s affecting the industry, 
it’s also working pros today?

Michael Pritchard I’d agree with 
Kate – it’s not totally history. 
There are bad apples in the barrel 

that are impacting other practising 

With the entire profession tarred by a few well-publicised bad apples, photographers are constantly on the 
defensive from the public. Our panel, chaired by editor Emma-Lily, revealed how this had impacted on them
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There’s competence
and then there’s
behaviour. Why
isn’t there a driving
test for cameras?

Michael Pritchard The fact that 
we’re here means we all care  
about our profession, and the  

RPS cares. But I think the problem is that 
the industry has very rarely ever spoken 
with a single voice. We’ve got a number of 
disparate organisations speaking for parts 
of the industry but unless we can bring all 
those together to represent photographers 
as a body, it’s going to be very difficult to 
resolve that. Who takes the lead? Is it the 
BIPP, is it us? Do we all come together? As
we know, the organisations have different
areas of interest.

Lottie Davies Yes, because
photographers are not the same.
In some contexts I feel more

comfortable introducing myself as an
artist, which is a whole different
conversation. But often that’s preferable
because people make assumptions. It
would be great if we had some kind of
overarching organisation but I can’t
imagine that every photographer would
feel compelled to be part of it.

Michael Pritchard No, there are  
a lot of photographers who just 
want to plough their own furrow 

and not be part of an organisation or  
a bigger body, and that’s fine if they’re 
happy with that. But it makes it difficult  
to speak with one voice and to represent 
photography to the general public. And  
I think what we’re talking about here is the

view of the general public reacting very
often to the paparazzi, who the public see
as representing all photographers. They
may have met a wedding photographer or
documentary photographer but it’s the
paparazzi who are in The Sun and the
Daily Mail – that’s what they see and don’t
like. We all get tarnished by that, whether
you’re a professional or an amateur.

Michael, if there was an incident, would
you strip someone of their fellowship?

Michael Pritchard Yes we would. 
In fact, more than the fellowship, 
we would actually remove their 

membership, which stops them using  
their distinction. With RPS, we operate  
a members’ code of conduct and if 
someone transgressed that – through 
misrepresentation or copyright 
infringement, for example – we’d strip 
them of their membership. I’ve been with 

the society for nearly five years and  
to date we haven’t had to do that, but I’m 
currently dealing with a potential case 
where someone has misused another 
photographer’s work without permission. 

What key things have shaped the 
public’s view of photographers?

Elisabeth Blanchet Princess 
Diana.

Kate Hopewell-Smith Instagram.

Lottie Davies Digital, enormously. 
It’s meant everyone on the planet 
thinks what we do is really easy. 
Elisabeth Blanchet That’s  
being highlighted by the  
iPhone advertisements.
Lottie Davies Yes, have you seen 
those iPhone 6 ads? The pictures 
taken with the phone’s camera  

are all taken by professionals.
Kate Hopewell-Smith There’s 
competence and then there’s 
behaviour. Why isn’t there  

a driving test for cameras?
Lottie Davies Well, it’s not seen as 
important to the general public. 
It’s not like we’re doctors or 

teachers, we just take pictures. Much as 
we love it and it’s important to us, the 
general people have no vested interest in 
us being nice people or not. The only way 
their opinion would be changed is if 
there’s some very big thing – if one of the 
soaps had a professional photographer 
character who was really nice and did 
great work. Have someone like that in 
EastEnders, that would change things. 

Does photographers’ bad reputation  
impact any of you directly?

Kate Hopewell-Smith I shot  
David Tennant’s wedding and  
he was adamant he didn’t want  

a photographer. I had 10 minutes with  
him and said, ‘David, you don’t like 
photographers, do you? I think you only 
know two types, paparazzi and publicity.’ 
He said, ‘Are there any others?’ I told  
him there were lots, and that I represent  
a small area of lifestyle photographers.  
He booked me and the night after the 
wedding they had a party. I was there and 
the paparazzi was abusing me verbally 
from the street because they could see me. 
When David and Georgia welcomed 

The life of Diana, Princess of Wales was defined by press photographers in a way no other royal had ever been, 
from this telling shot at the Taj Mahal in 1992 to her death in Paris, while being chased by paparazzi, in 1997
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everybody he actually said, ‘Look, that’s 
Kate, we trust her and none of these 
pictures will be put out on social media, 
please can you let her do her job and be 
nice to her?’ It changed everything: 
Stephen Fry and everyone else was there 
and they actually spoke to me and smiled 
at me. They’d all been turning their  
backs on me until then. It took David  
to say, ‘She’s safe, please trust her’, then 
everyone was nice to me.

Lottie Davies The paparazzi thing 
doesn’t really affect me. The fine 
art stuff I do also removes me: 

people do understand that there’s  
a difference between paparazzi and  
fine art photographers. The thing that’s 
made a huge difference to me is the  
digital revolution, which in lots of ways is 
amazing. But I’ve found that throughout 
my career, respect for what we do has 
enormously dwindled.

Elisabeth, your shots for the Big Fat 
Gypsy Wedding show were manipulated 
by Channel 4; that damaged your
reputation, didn’t it?

Elisabeth Blanchet Yes, but
I don’t really care about me. I took
Channel 4 to court because I had

to stand by my principles, and I exposed
them knowing that I’d never be hired by
Channel 4 again.

Lottie Davies It also ruined your
reputation with your subjects,
didn’t it?
Elisabeth Blanchet Yes, that’s
the worst thing. It damaged the
reputation of the gypsies and it’s

damaged already. All these years I’d been
taking it slowly to get to know them and
get them to trust me and all of that was
destroyed. I felt really bad about it.

Can you get away with being a bad
photographer now?

Kate Hopewell-Smith Yes, people
get away with it every single day.
And most of them are part of

associations, aren’t they?

Do you get employed if you have an ego
and you’re difficult?

Lottie Davies Yeah! It’s a passport 
to charging an absolute fortune. 
It’s peculiar. But I’m hoping it’s 

less common now. I spoke to an art 
director the other day and he said, 
‘Actually, that doesn’t cut it for me any 

more. I just want to work with somebody
who isn’t going to make a fuss.’ I don’t want
the drama but I know there’s room for it,
especially if you do commercial shoots.
It’s a performance: people come for that
as much as for the photography. In fact,
a lot of the people who aren’t involved with
the photography directly, they want a show!
It took me a while to realise that. If I do
a location shoot I’m not going to go clubbing
all night, and yet I know a lot of advertising
photographers who consider that part of the
package. People like to work with people
who are fun. There’s a lot more to being
a photographer than the pictures.

How can the reputation of our profession
be improved?

Michael Pritchard I think it’s about
having good role models, for a start.
How you communicate it to the 

wider public is a more difficult question, 
but at least we can use individuals to show 
that photographers are not dodgy, that 
they produce good quality work, that they 
have ethics and integrity. The education 
side is important too – photography might 
be easy in some ways, but there’s a big 
difference between what the man in the 
street is going to do with a smartphone 
and what people like us will be doing, 
properly trained and experienced as 
professional photographers.

Kate Hopewell-Smith Role  
models are super-important  
and there are lots of positive  

ones now in the industry. That’s why the 
education element of photography shows 
is important. I’m one of the only women 
who’s got a microphone attached to my 
face at The Photography Show, why aren’t 
there more women on stage? I think it’s 
because women don’t put themselves 
forward. I didn’t become a photographer 
to do that, but I do think it’s important.

Lottie Davies  I think there are 
good role models in the industry 
but the public doesn’t necessarily 

see those people because they don’t  
make headlines. Some people just want  
to work, the types of people who would 
put themselves forward have already  
done so. Perhaps we need to help put  
each other forward.

I’ve never once 
been asked if I’m 
accredited. No one 
has asked about  
my qualifications.

The panel agreed that despite its advantages, the digital revolution has led to respect for pro photographers 
plummeting amongst the general public – and recent advertisements for the iPhone 6 haven’t helped, either
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control behaviour but can you control the
quality of the product that is delivered?
I think, probably, yes. I wouldn’t want to
have to manage that, but I think it’s
possible, in theory.

Michael Pritchard There have
been efforts to do that in the
past. In the early 19th century

there were references to the registration
of photographers.

Kate Hopewell-Smith
What happened?

Michael Pritchard It never got
traction because it was too
difficult.
Kate Hopewell-Smith And it’s
not life-threatening.

Michael Pritchard No. In
Germany I believe photographers
do have to be registered to

operate, though.
Elisabeth Blanchet
That’s interesting.

Does the industry ever talk about the
bad cases or do we all just think, oh no,
another one?

Kate Hopewell-Smith  The people 
who are letting everybody down 
– that’s something that’s never 

really discussed properly.

That’s where an organisation could be 
helpful in making sure our voices are 
heard and represented. Michael, as  
an organisation, is it on your radar  
to consider the public perception  
of photographers?

Michael Pritchard I have to say,  
it hasn’t been and this discussion 
makes me think that it should  

be something we look at. The Royal 
Photographic Society is well placed to  
do that because we have a broad remit 
across photography and across education. 
There’s an opportunity for us to perhaps 
take the lead and work with other 
organisations in the industry. I remember 
the BIPP had a campaign in the 1980s  
or 1990s, or maybe it was the MPA, to 
encourage anyone wanting to get their 
wedding photographed to use a proper, 
accredited photographer.

Kate Hopewell-Smith I’ve never 
once been asked if I’m accredited. 
Not one client has asked what 

qualifications I have.
Lottie Davies  It would be nice if 
there was some kind of licence, 
but who would do that and what 

would it be based on?
Kate Hopewell-Smith When you 
hire someone to check your boiler 
you might check their credentials, 

and there’s a national understanding of 
what’s safe and what isn’t. You can never 

Lottie Davies The Terry 
Richardson allegations were all 
over the place, everyone was 

saying that was appalling. I suspect the 
reliance on social media means people will 
be obliged to behave better in public. In 
the 1970s and 1980s, nobody knew. 

Do you think increased competition 
means people won’t get away with 
behaving badly?

Elisabeth Blanchet  
Possibly.

Lottie Davies If you hear  
stories of a new photographer 
behaving badly, I don’t think 

they’ll get any work.
Elisabeth Blanchet   
Yes, exactly. 

So you don’t need an authority telling 
people to behave, the market will do it?

Michael Pritchard If you look at 
some of the review sites, that’s 
where social media can actually 

start to make a difference. People do leave 
feedback, especially when they’ve had  
a negative experience. I think that would 
impact on badly behaved photographers 
– they’d either need to improve their  
social skills and competence or they won’t 
last in the business. 

So do we need a site like mybuilder.
com where you can leave reviews, 
specifically of photographers?

Elisabeth Blanchet 
Myphotographer.com?

Lottie Davies It’s a good idea but  
I don’t think it would change the 
overall perception of the industry.
Michael Pritchard No, I think 
that’s a long process. If some of 
the bad apples can be pushed  

out of the industry that’s going to help,  
but it’s going to take a long time to change 
perceptions and meanwhile, the paparazzi 
are still doing what they’re doing.

Elisabeth Blanchet  Yes, as long as 
clients pay them money...

See more of our panel’s work at:
www.elisabethblanchet.com,  
www.katehopewellsmith.com,
www.lottiedavies.com,  
www.mpritchard.com 

With celebrities like Heather Mills increasingly fighting back against invasions of privacy by the paparazzi, how 
do we stop unprofessional conduct in the industry reflecting badly on ordinary photographers?
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WITH THE TIMES
Creating a promo video for your services might seem 

OTT. But it could have a massive impact on the success 
of your photography business

MOVING 



After Texas-based newborn photographer Nancy Berger created a professional welcome video for her website, 
she saw a massive upswing in business. Many said that seeing her at work inspired them to make a booking

ight now, when potential 
customers or clients visit 
your homepage, are they 
greeted with a video? 

We’d guess not: few 
photographers are 
currently using this 
marketing technique, 

and that’s not hugely surprising. After 
all, if you specialise in still images, video 
doesn’t seem like the most obvious thing 
to put on your website. But the fact is, 
if done right, a welcome video has the 
potential to have a huge effect on the 
success of your photography business.

That’s certainly been the case for Nancy 
Berger of San Antonio, Texas, whose 
welcome video at nancybergerphoto.com 
led to a surge in bookings for her family 
portrait services. 

The five-and-a-half minute video 
consists of her talking directly to camera 
about her love for newborn photography, 
along with clips of her working with babies 
in her home studio. Primarily serving as
a practical introduction to her services,
Berger’s genuineness and devotion to her
subject are obvious – and the video has
been a great boon to her business.

“Right after it was posted, I saw a surge
in new bookings: not only of newborn
sessions but family and child sessions as
well,” she says. “I think that’s because it
let people connect with me on a personal
level. Many parents say they chose to book
me after seeing the video. Some even told
me they cried, including a grandfather.”

In short, it was well worth the $2,200
she gave Berger Media Productions to
produce it (even though it’s her husband’s
company, she was paying the going rate).
“When you put your personal feelings
into something, you want that to shine
through,” she says. “Having the video out
there to explain my feelings and show my
work at first-hand has really had an impact
on the success of my business.”

TESTIMONIALS
But if you don’t feel confident emoting in 
front of a camera, there are other ways of 
making a welcome video. Take Chris and 
Shazia Greenwood, who run wedding and
portrait photography company Chocolate 
Chip Photography. Neither of them 
appears in the welcome video on their 
homepage, chocolate-chip.co.uk. 
Instead, the video features a series 
of glowing testimonials from happy 

customers. These comments have been 
carefully edited from a series of Skype 
interviews, with the full interviews 
posted elsewhere on the site. Despite the 
relatively low quality of the visuals, the 
customers’ enthusiasm is striking, and 
the video’s been a shot in the arm for the 
business, enthuses Chris Greenwood.

“When people are looking for a 
photographer, they often don’t really 
know what they’re after, and they 
certainly don’t know which ones are the 
best,” he explains. “So you can stand 
there all day long, shouting from the 
rooftops about how good you are – but it’s 
not until you get what marketing experts 
call ‘social proof’ that it really kicks in. 
And in our case, it’s worked a treat. The 
video’s been very effective, giving people 
the final push to book with us whenever

they’ve been on the fence. It’s been worth 
its weight in gold.”

Chocolate Chip paid a New York-based 
company, which works on a referral basis 
only, to produce the video. “I figured that 
if I filmed the video myself, the couples 
would be less likely to talk openly,” he 
reasons. “So we thought it would be better 
for someone else to do it.”

DO IT YOURSELF
But if you don’t want to pay an external 
firm to produce your video, you can 
always make one yourself. Gábor Ruff, 
a Hungarian nature photographer based 
in Hawaii, has done just that, creating a 
dynamic slideshow of his favourite images 
set to music. He’s posted it on YouTube (at 
bit.ly/gabor-vid) as a way to drive traffic to 
his website. And while it may be basic, it’s 
very effective in conveying what he and his 
photography are all about. 

“I created the video myself, using 
Adobe Premiere Elements on a PC,” Ruff 
explains. “The process took only a couple 
of hours. The toughest part was selecting 
the images and choosing the right music. 
Since it’s a welcome video, I wanted 
to keep it short. One minute should be 
enough for people to decide whether they 
want to visit my website or not.”  

Chris King took a similar approach, 
creating four welcome videos for his 
Milton Keynes photography studio, 

One minute should 
be enough for 
people to decide 
whether they want 
to visit my website 
or not.

THE BUSINESS
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CASE STUDY

Services make
their pitch
These video editing apps are all
targeting photographers – find
out what each has to offer

REBECCA
BROOKS OF
VIDEO AND
SLIDESHOW
MAKER
ANIMATO
“Animoto has

been around for almost nine years.
Photographers were really the first
ones to embrace us, because it’s
so easy to use. We have over 100
different video styles designed by our
motion designers, who used to work
in TV and film, so your video will look
very professional. Plus we offer more
than 1,000 copyright-free songs, and
a great Facebook group called the
Animato Video Marketing Challenge,
where you can get feedback on your
video from other photographers.
We’ve also recently announced an
integration with Adobe Creative
Cloud’s Lightroom CC.”
animoto.com/photography

Unique Capture, by himself. And although
he soon plans to replace these slideshow-
based videos with new ones filmed by
professionals, he’s still proud of what
he’s created. “I went online, I bought a
template to use with Adobe After Effects,
and dropped my still images straight into
the template,” he explains. “I took me
four hours to do and I’d had absolutely no
experience in After Effects beforehand.
So I’d say anyone with a little bit of an
understanding of video and photography
can pretty easily pick it up. If I can learn to
do it, anybody can.”

As King sees it, there were two main
reasons to post welcome videos on
Unique Capture’s various website landing
pages (all of which can be accessed via
uniquecapture.com). “First, if you want
an effective method of communicating
our products and services, video gets the
message across in 90 seconds,” he says.
“And it hopefully gives people a warm and
fuzzy feeling, so they pick up the phone
and book us.

“Secondly, SEO is very important to our
marketing strategy. And Google’s made
it clear that having video on your front
page helps with your position on its search
results pages. So whether people are
searching for ‘commercial photography’
or ‘studio hire’, having a video on those
pages with the relevant associated
keywords should make a big difference to
our rankings.”

ONLINE TOOLS
But what if you don’t want to spend time
learning video software like After Effects
or Premiere? Helpfully, there are now a
number of online tools on the market that
can help you create professional-looking
videos quickly and easily, and we list some
of the most popular ones in ‘Services
make their pitch’ (see right). One of them

OREN BOIMAN
OF VIDEO APP
MAGISTO
“Tools like
Premiere or Avid
are extremely
complicated, but

Magisto automates the process for
you. So it gets you 80 per cent of the
way there in seconds: it’s like a fast
car competing with horses. From
there, doing the final changes to
perfect your video using the ‘Smart
Storyboard’ feature is so quick.
Usually, you’ll just need to spend
a few more minutes on the things

you want to change, and you’ll have
a very professional looking video.”
magisto.com

AMIT
AGRAWAL OF
SLIDESHOW
APP PICOVICO
“Picovico offers
an easy-to-use
interface to

make beautiful videos from photos.
It doesn’t require any training or
pre-defined skills. A video story
can be created from a set of
photos, text and music within a few
minutes in four simple steps. Your
HD videos can be easily exported
or downloaded and used on any
platform: they’re lightweight so can
be easily shared. We’re offering
readers of Professional Photography
an exclusive code to get 15 per cent
off all plans, with the coupon code
‘ProPhotoMag’ at the checkout.”
picovico.com/business/
pro-photography

DIANA
MADRIGAL OF
FREE EDITOR
WEVIDEO
“As a pro
photographer
you’re always

looking to tell people’s stories:
a promotional video is no different.
Just answer the question: ‘What
makes my studio unique?’ Maybe
it’s your photography style or the
locations you choose for your shoots.
Utilise these and showcase them
in your promo. Then use any of
WeVideo’s built-in features – such
as voice recording, screen recording,
licensed music and more – to
enhance your promo. We improve
our products constantly based on
customer feedback and we have big
plans for 2016. Our upcoming web
releases include new themes, fonts,
animated backgrounds and music.”
wevideo.com/business

Google’s made it 
clear that having 
video on your front 
page helps with 
your position on its 
search results pages.

Special _ Report _ Welcome _ Videos
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Why did you make a welcome 
video to promote yourself?
“Selling art is very personal,
and I think it’s important to 
have a personal connection 

when buying something that’s created by  
a ‘living artist’.

“I’ve done a lot of art events and gallery 
shows, and what makes them fun to do is the 
ability to connect with people that enjoy my 
photographs, as well as the ideas about 
travel, freedom and happiness behind them. 
When selling online, that connection is
somewhat lost, so I’ve attempted to recreate 
it using video.

“My welcome video for Creative  
Windmill Fine Art Photography (at vimeo.
com/118762490) establishes a personal 
connection, as much as is possible on  
a website, and invites people to start that 
relationship with an artist that over time will 
help them with their purchase decision.”

How did you go about making it?
“I solicited some tips from a professional 
videographer and with their guidance
created the video myself using a Canon
camera in my studio space. The editing
was done using Adobe Premiere. It all took 
around four hours.”

What tips do you have for a photographer 
wishing to create a welcome video?
“Keep it simple, don’t overproduce it. What
message do you want to get across? The 
same message you’d try to convey to 
someone you met in person at an art event 
or show. Be yourself. Also, photography and 
videography are different things: don’t be 
fooled by the fact you might be able to use 
the same camera to capture both. Get advice
needed from a specialist (fellow artist) 
where needed and support each other.”

CASE STUDY

Fine art photographer Wilko Van de 
Kamp explains how his welcome video 
helps him to sell his work online

The personal touch

THE BUSINESS

Where have you shared your video?
“I’ve posted it on YouTube for exposure and
Vimeo to embed videos on my own sites.
I prefer Vimeo because it has fewer ads 
surrounding the videos and it recommends 
mostly my own videos at the end, instead of 
redirecting traffic elsewhere.”

How did you decide on length?
“It’s entirely based on a few key points
I wanted to include in the video, and then 
tried to be as short and sweet as possible.”

See more of Wilko Van Der Kamp’s 
photography at wilko.ca

Award-winning photographic artist Wilko Van de Kamp finds inspiration from traveling all over the world. His 
welcome video aims to help establish a personal connection with buyers of his fine art photographic prints
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It should have a
start, a middle
and an end, and it
should have your
core message.

 

Why did you create a welcome
video for your website?
“I wanted potential clients to see
what I’m like while working, to get
a feel for what it’s like for them to
be in front of my camera on their
wedding day. My welcome video
shows me at work, shooting a bride
and groom.”

How did you go about making it?
“At the time, I wasn’t in a place
where I could invest a lot of money
in a full videographer and his
services. Instead, I asked a friend of
mine who was artistically inclined
to just take a few video clips for me
and piece them together.

“He attended a wedding with
me as a third shooter and would
photograph me working at random
increments throughout the day.

“Within the next week he’d put
everything together and sent it to
me via Dropbox.

“From there, I sent it to my web
designer and she added it to my
website, olimbphotography.com.
I’ve also posted the welcome
video on Vimeo, Wedding Wire
and YouTube.”

CASE STUDY

A wedding photographer for eight years, Cassie Olimb explains how
and why she created an 11-second welcome video for her website

“People know what I look like,
how I interact, how I laugh”

Why is it so short?
“The average time a viewer spends
on a site is fairly short, so I wanted
something quick and simple:
I didn’t want them to get bored and
leave the site entirely. My goal was
to make them see me, but then
be encouraged to click around to
another aspect of the site.”

What effect do you think it’s had
on your business?
“People know what I look like, how
I interact, how I laugh. They know
to expect a lot of smiles and giggles.
They see how I dress on a wedding
day as well as the fact that I have a
second shooter (my husband) with
me. The typical feedback that
I receive is, ‘Loved your video!’”

What advice would you offer a
photographer making their first
welcome video?
“Don’t look for perfection. You can
always go back and re-do or update
but I’ve found that waiting for the
‘perfect product’ tends to lend
itself to never showing a product!”

Cassie Olimb’s 11-second welcome video
gives a brief glimpse of what she’s about

is Animoto, which Rachel Yoon, another 
portrait photographer specialising in 
newborns, has used to create her  
slideshow-based welcome video at  
rachelyoonphotography.com. 

Yoon’s video combines a series of heart-
tugging portraits of newborn babies with 
text giving a multi-part answer to the 
question: ‘Why capture your baby’s first 
days?’. “It took longer choosing images 
and coming up with the wording than 
actually making the video,” she enthuses. 
“Once I had the photos and text ready,  
I was able to produce the video in just  
a couple of hours.”

 The video has since become a vital  
part of her marketing mix. “My 
conversion rate from the initial inquiry  
to actual booking is very high and  
I believe that the video gives a really good 
first impression to potential clients,” she 
says. “People have told me it’s beautiful 
and touching.” Her advice to anyone 
making a similar video is: “Give enough 
– but not too much – time for viewers to 
digest each slide. I’ve seen some videos 
moving so fast that there’s no time for my 
heart to get connected.” 

King adds another useful piece of 
advice to anyone making their first 
welcome video: “Consider that many 
people will be watching the videos 
without sound. So, lovely music is 
fantastic, and voiceovers are fantastic, 
but in a lot of instances the video needs to 
stand on its own without that.” 

Finally and most importantly, he 
stresses, your video needs to tell a story. 
“It should have a start, a middle and an 
end, and it should have your core message 
that you need to get across,” he says. “So 
it should introduce you, it should provide 
the solution to the problem, and provide 
some sort of call to action at the end 
explaining how they can contact you.”
Tom May

Special _ Report _ Welcome _ Videos
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I’VE LIVED here for 11 years. I don’t think we’ll ever
leave. It was a derelict space, originally a metal works
that became a furniture warehouse. It was hard to
find that in 2000: I’d been looking for years. God
knows what it’d be like looking now.

It has been a labour of love. I had to change the
usage to live-work. It took four or five years to sort
out, but it’s very personal, a quirky, eclectic space.
It just about sums me up: it’s got a Palm Springs
feel and the Western things. Upstairs it’s more like a
French farmhouse. And you have no idea that it’s off
Royal Holloway Road, because it’s very peaceful and
very quiet. I think the whole thing is unexpected.

I’ve been photographing Western America since
1988, when I went to Arizona. I was working as an
assistant on a fashion shoot in Tucson, assisting Andy 

1

“I love my Elvis phone.
It scares the life out of
me when that rings. It
really wakes you up if
you’re falling asleep at
your desk”

2

“This is a pinboard of
things I like. As you can
see, I’m in real trouble;
even the scanner is piled
full of admin. I’ve out-
grown this office”

3  
“These are proofs from 
my latest LA Gun Club 
exhibition and book.  
I went to the club about 
18 months ago. My 
assistants persuaded 
me to go and I couldn’t 
believe it. I thought they’d 
be dud bullets. They gave 
me an AK-47! They speak 
to you for 10 minutes 

and then leave you to 
it. I interviewed people 
who were doing it: a real 
cross-section, including 
a brain surgeon and 
his son. They gave me 
their targets. His was 
interesting: he shot the 
brain, and his son shot 
the arm. I think he was 
aiming for the heart. 
People choose their own 
targets and they’re very 
non-PC, these targets.  
I thought it spoke 
volumes without getting 
into the politics of it” 

MY SPACE
A documenter of the American West,  Jane Hilton’s 
London space is a testament to her life’s work

1

2

THE BUSINESS
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Lane. It blew my mind, and I wanted to go back. 
Once you’ve seen those great big, vast skies, it’s  
kind of addictive. We don’t have that space here. 

I’ve never worked out how many times I’ve been 
back, but it must be 60 or 70. And it’s become my 
entire body of work. Somebody said to me 20 years 
ago, ‘I think you’ll have to spend your life doing 
projects in America.’ I thought, ‘God, no.’ But that 
has actually happened. I enjoy it: it’s an endless 
source. Only in America do you find... x, y and z. 

I travel a lot, but I’ve got a little boy now, so that’s 
slowed me down. We try and do it in little bursts. 
Jonny’s five and when he gets home from school he’s 
all over the place. 

My time is limited, so I’m now thinking of getting 
some outside office space, for some peace and quiet. 
I do work in the office here, but it’s stacked, and 
so’s the garage. I’ve got storage space for all of my 
negatives in the garage. And I’ve got print boxes... it’s 
out of control! I would love another space just for me. 

Occasionally I shoot upstairs, but we rent it out 
as a location house. It’s part of our income. We 
[photographers] all have to have other sources of 
income nowadays. 

It’s a very versatile home that changes to your 
needs. I do the odd fashion shoot here, and portraits, 
occasionally. I do all sorts: favours to mates. 
Although it’s not really what I do...

When companies use this location with celebrities, 
they mostly shoot as if it’s their own home. We’ve had 
a lot of Hello magazine. 

We had Kate Moss here for a shoot with Rimmel 
once. She’s quite a personality. She didn’t have a 
hairbrush. I lent her one: thank goodness I’d just 
bought a new one!  
Jane Hilton’s exhibition is at Eleven Fine Art, 11 
Eccleston Street, London, until 18 June. The limited-
edition book will be available at janehilton.com

4  
“My hat collection is 
something I love. I’ve 
seen the Stetson cowboy 
hats beings made. All 
the things they do in the
West are really fab”

5   
“I was given these 
cowboy boots for my son 
by a good friend on my
cowboy travels”

6  
“Occasionally I shoot 
upstairs, but we rent it 
out as a location house. 
It’s part of our income. 
We [photographers] 
all have to have other 
sources of income
nowadays”

7  
“I use a Hasselblad  
with a digital back. And  
I still use rangefinders;  
a Mamiya 7. But this 
Wista 5 x 4 is my 
mainstay. There’s 
absolutely nothing like 
working with film and 
a good old-fashioned 
camera. It makes you 
appreciate photography 
and all those amazing 
photographers who  
have gone before you.
The Wista is the perfect 
companion when 
travelling, being light and 
easy to carry. I have two 
Zeiss lenses that I love, 
but mostly shoot on the 
standard 90mm lens”

4

6

7

5

3
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A CLOSE LOOK AT THE LATEST PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT

PRO KIT

102 PHASE ONE XF 105 SONY FE 85mm F/1.4GM

106 DJI PHANTOM 4 

108 THE LONG VIEW
LEICA M (TYP 240)

107 LEE FILTERS SUPER STOPPER

107 TASCAM DR701D
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MEDIUM-FORMAT modular cameras
often feel clunky, unwieldy and rather
basic. Launched by Phase One last year,
the XF set out to change all that. The
relatively sophisticated camera came with
a choice of three new ‘IQ3’ backs, offering
a choice of 50Mp, 60Mp or 80Mp.

Now the bar has been raised by the
introduction of a brand new, 100Mp
CMOS back. Developed with Sony,
this full-frame back breaks through any
boundaries imposed by previous IQ3
backs and enables the XF to deliver its
true potential. It bypasses the crop factor
of the 50Mp back and, as well as ushering
in an incredible 101,082,464-pixel image

size, also extends the standard upper ISO
limit of the 60Mp and 80Mp backs from
ISO3200 to ISO12,800.

It’s easy to get carried away with the
advanced features and specifications of
the new IQ3 100Mp back, especially as the
back is often the only really exciting part
of a medium-format modular camera.
However, the XF body itself breaks the
mould and is a fascinating proposition in
its own right. Let’s take a closer look at
how the system comes together.

BUILD AND HANDLING
So, what do you get for your £34,400/
$48,990? The kit is based on an XF
body complete with detachable eye-level
viewfinder (a waist-level finder is available
as an optional extra). You also get

a new-generation ‘blue ring’ Schneider
Kreuznach 80mm lens, equivalent to
a standard 50mm lens in 135 format
terms, plus the IQ3 100Mp back.

Extras include batteries for both
the camera and the back, which are
interchangeable and can be shared in
terms of power output. This is a useful
upgrade, as it avoids the battery in the
back going flat, while there’s still plenty of
charge left in the camera battery.

Like previous Phase One and Mamiya
medium-format cameras, the emphasis
is entirely on image quality. As such,
you can only shoot in raw mode, with no
option for Jpeg capture. With this in mind,

another important
element of the ‘kit’
is the bundled Phase
One Capture One
Pro software. Also
available separately
for use with many

other makes and model of camera (we
reviewed it in issue 7), this program is
not only a top-level raw processor and
converter, but also streamlines tethered
shooting with the XF and other Phase
One and Mamiya cameras.

Live View in standalone shooting
is available on the IQ3 back and, when
tethered, the 100Mp back adds an HDMI
output socket for direct external viewing
on a high-res monitor. This is in addition
to the built-in Wi-Fi and fast USB 3.0 data
ports also featured on other IQ3 backs.

We often talk about pro-grade cameras
having tough build quality, but the XF
is built like a tank. All moving parts have
been upgraded, compared with previous
Phase One cameras. As mentioned, the
XF is also comparatively feature-rich for

a medium-format body. There are two
shutter-release buttons, both with half-
press functions, front, rear and side dials, 
a good smattering of customisable buttons 
and a hugely comfortable hand grip.

Handling is further enhanced by
a large LCD on the top-panel. This colour 
touchscreen is a delight to use; a perfect
companion to the touchscreen that’s also 
featured on IQ3 backs, enabling quick and 
easy access to the camera’s ‘OneTouch’
user interface. Navigation is both fast
and highly intuitive, yet far-reaching
with over 80 custom settings. Up on top,  
the 90-degree prism viewfinder gives
a wonderfully big, bright and sharp image, 
and it’s easily detachable should you prefer 
to use the optional waist-level finder. Both 
give 97 per cent frame coverage.

The ‘Honeybee’ autofocus platform
makes its debut in the XF, and it’s based
on a new 1Mp CMOS sensor module.
There isn’t the typical availability of
multiple AF points that you find in most
SLRs. Instead, the AF region is centred
in the image frame but, even so, there are 
choices of Average and Spot autofocus
modes, the latter basing the focus on an
extremely small spot at the centre, rather 
than averaging the value over a larger,
rectangular area. Another intriguing
option is the Hyperfocal autofocus mode, 
which calculates the focus distance
automatically based on the focal length of 
the lens and the aperture setting. Phase
One is keen to point out that its Honeybee 
autofocus system is upgradeable and
customisable, so new modes and
refinements will be made available, based 
on customer feedback.

Naturally, when you’re aiming to 
resolve incredibly fine levels of detail 

PHASE ONE XF
One of the world’s finest cameras now gives you the option  
to supersize your pixel count, all the way to 100Mp

Medium-format modular camera / £34,400 / $48,990 / www.phaseone.com

The brand new, 100Mp  
CMOS back enables the XF  
to deliver its true potential.
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1

The eye-level prism 
viewfinder is typically 
supplied with the XF as 
part of a kit, and costs 
around £1,750/$2,490 
in its own right. It can 
be easily detached and 
replaced with a waist-
level finder

2

New Schneider 
Kreuznach ‘blue ring’ 
lenses are designed 
to maximise edge-to-
edge sharpness. The 
built-in leaf shutter 
system enables fast 
flash synchronization, 
up to 1/1600th of  
a second

3

Dual shutter-release 
buttons are placed at 
the top and bottom of 
the front panel, both 
having half-press 
functions for autofocus 
and metering.  
A customisable  
‘front user button’  
is also fitted

4

All of the IQ3 backs 
include a large colour 
touchscreen for easy 
menu navigation, 
coupled with four 
context-sensitive,  
push-button keys.  
The IQ3 100Mp adds 
an HDMI port to the 
usual USB 3.0

5

The right-hand side of 
the back of the camera 
body includes two 
rotary dials and  
a push-button key. 
Again, these dials and 
the push-button key 
are customisable via 
the menu system

6

Backs are easily 
interchangeable but a 
lock slider is fitted in 
conjunction with a 
release button to avoid 
accidental removal. 
Power is shared from 
separate batteries  
in both the camera 
body and back

1

2

4

5

6

3
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that are enabled by a 100Mp sensor, the
quality of the lens and the accuracy of the
autofocus system are both critical.

Even so, sharpness can be ruined by
camera-shake, especially considering the
amount of mirror-bounce that can be
introduced by a relatively large medium-
format camera mirror.

The XF fights back with Vibration
Delay and Mirror Up modes. Intriguingly,
the body contains a seismographic sensor
which can be used to boost steadiness

during shots. For example, you can set
a maximum exposure delay of anything 
from 0.5 to eight seconds but, within 
the set time limit, the camera will 
automatically take the shot as soon as  
the seismographic sensor registers  
a sufficiently small amount of vibration. 
You can actually view the level of 
vibrations in real time, by swiping the top-
panel touchscreen to reveal a constantly 
updated seismic graph.
 Another clever feature is that if you’re 
using the camera’s large, mechanical  

focal plane shutter, you can switch to 
using an electronic first-curtain shutter  
to avoid camera-shake caused by the 
shutter opening.

However, you’re more likely to be 
using an in-lens shutter, as featured in 
the Schneider Kreuznach leaf shutter 
lenses. The new generation of ‘blue ring’ 
lenses are designed and manufactured 
to ensure optimum sharpness, suited to 
ultra-high resolution image sensors, while 
the leaf shutter system also enables flash 

synchronization for 
exposure speeds of 
up to 1,1600th of  
a second. Another 
nice touch is that, 
for off-camera flash, 
the XF has built-in 

Profoto Air Sync, complete with eight 
wireless channels on the menu.

PERFORMANCE
Highly responsive for a medium-format 
camera, the XF’s new electronics keep 
shutter latency and shutter recycle times 
to a minimum. New processors also speed 
image processing, and when you want to 
slow things down, the back enables long 
exposures of up to 60 minutes. 
 Autofocus performance is particularly 
impressive. It’s extremely fast, incredibly 

accurate and fantastically consistent, 
snapping into position time after time, 
even for tricky targets under very 
dull lighting. Metering accuracy and 
consistency are similarly excellent. When 
switching to the optional waist-level finder 
instead of using the eye-level viewfinder, 
the HAP-1 autofocus sensor takes on the 
role of light metering.
 Colour accuracy is another area in 
which the XF really excels. Auto white 
balance gives excellent results under 
wide-ranging lighting conditions, as well 
as ensuring great consistency in colour 
rendition on a shot-to-shot basis.
 Getting back to the back, so to speak, 
the IQ3 100Mp delivers extraordinary 
levels of fine detail that can really take 
your breath away. It’s amazing even when 
using default settings but, with a subtle 
tweak of the ‘structure’ slider in Capture 
One Pro’s Clarity adjustment, you can 
reveal levels of detail that you didn’t even 
realise were there.
 The seamless nature of the camera and 
its Capture One Pro conversion software 
also enables intuitive use of the XF’s HDR 
shooting mode, which tags successive files 
in a bracketed sequence for processing. 
Even without resorting to HDR mode, 
the XF and IQ3 100Mp back deliver 
extraordinary dynamic range, equivalent 
to 15 f/stops. Fabulous detail is retained 
in everything from the blackest blacks 
to the whitest whites, as well as enabling 
generous amounts of exposure adjustment 
at the processing stage.
 File format options in the IQ3 100Mp 
include 16-bit colour with lossless 
compression, and 14-bit colour with 
either lossless or ‘smart’ compression. 
As you’d expect, file sizes are large and, 
in our tests, averaged around 160Mb, 
120Mb and 90Mb per image, at each of 
the respective settings. Using a powerful 
computer, conversion to Jpeg or Tiff 
can take as little as 20 seconds or so per 
image, using Capture One Pro. However, 
batch conversion is likely to send your 
computer’s cooling fan speeds soaring.
 Despite the ultra-high resolution, 
images look really clean throughout the 
ISO50-3200 section of the sensitivity 
range. Noise is still well controlled even 
at ISO6400 and only becomes really 
noticeable at ISO12,800. Even then, you 
can smooth things over quite effectively 
using adjustments in Capture One Pro.
Matthew Richards

1

The eye-level 
viewfinder has a 
hotshoe built into the 
top, for fitting a 
flashgun or transceiver. 
The camera also 
features built-in 
Profoto Air Sync for 
wireless triggering

2

A touch-sensitive 
transflective LED 
display is fitted on the 
top panel of the 
camera. Not just for 
information, it’s ideal 
for adjusting settings 
and navigating menus

3

The two push-button 
keys situated next to 
the top screen are 
customisable. They 
enable menu 
navigation and the 
adjustment of settings

Fabulous detail is retained in 
everything from the blackest 
blacks to the whitest whites.

1

3

2
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UNTIL NOW, there have only really been 
two own-brand options for portrait primes 
on a Sony A7 series body. 

One is the FE 90mm f/2.8 Macro G 
OSS, which is really a specialist macro 
lens without a particularly wide aperture. 
The other is the Sony 85mm f/1.4 ZA 
Planar T* A-mount lens, which can be 
mounted via an adaptor. 

Both solutions are far from ideal. This 
new GM (G Master) lens aims to take 
portraiture to a new level, while making 
the most of high-resolution bodies such as 
the A7R II.

Like in the 24-70mm GM lens, the 
85mm is beautifully made and features 

a weather-sealed construction. Up-
market glass includes an XA (eXtreme 
Aspherical) element and three ED (Extra-
low Dispersion elements). 

Again, the XA element aims for the 
utmost in surface precision to boost the 
quality of bokeh, which is even more 
important in this class of lens than the 
24-70mm. Another similarity is the 
inclusion of a focus hold button, which is 
particularly useful for portraiture.

One thing lacking in the 24-70mm lens 
that’s added to the 85mm is a manual 
aperture ring. Ideal for both stills and 
video photography, it comes complete 
with a click-stop on-off switch, easily 

accessible on the barrel. This gives you 
the choice of one-third increment click-
stops for stills or stepless aperture control 
for movies. Another bonus is that the 
aperture is immensely well-rounded when 
stopped down, thanks to it being based on 
no less than 11 diaphragm blades.

Naturally, when using an 85mm f/1.4 
lens at its widest aperture, autofocus 
accuracy is critical, especially on cameras 
with very high megapixel counts. To help 
with this, an autofocus system is built into 
the lens that uses two sensors rather than 
the usual one, to optimise precision.

Physically, the lens is quite large for an 
85mm f/1.4, measuring 90x108mm and 
weighing in at 820g. By way of example, 
Nikon’s 85mm f/1.4G for D-SLR bodies 
is noticeably smaller and lighter, at 
87x84mm and 595g. 

Considering how much more  
compact A7 bodies are, compared to 
DSLRs, the Sony 85mm feels a bit of  
a weighty proposition. There’s no image 
stabilisation, the lack of which is only 
to be expected on an f/1.4 lens, but an 
advantage of the second generation of A7 
series cameras is that they have built-in 
sensor-shift stabilisation.

PERFORMANCE
Sharpness and contrast are both excellent, 
even wide-open at f/1.4, and extreme 
edges of the frame also become super-
sharp at just f/2. Bokeh fringing is well 
controlled and goes largely unnoticed, 
while lateral chromatic aberration is also 
only very slight. Sony’s Nano AR Coating 
does an excellent job of fending off 
ghosting and flare, and there’s more good 
news in that distortion is very minimal, 
with just a touch of barrel. Image quality 
is spectacular, combining epic levels of 
sharpness with really soft and dreamy 
bokeh. Handling is also excellent, despite 
the large nature of the build. It’s simply 
the best portrait lens on the market for 
Sony E-mount full-frame cameras, and 
well worth the asking price.
Matthew Richards

SONY FE 85mm F/1.4GM
Filling a portrait-sized hole in the E-mount line-up

An autofocus system 
is built into the  
lens that uses two 
sensors rather than 
the usual one.

Lens  / £1,500 / $1,800 / www.sony.com

1

A circular hood is 
supplied with the  
lens, and comes 
complete with a hood 
release button. The 
filter attachment 
thread is 77mm

2

The focus ring operates 
very smoothly in MF 
mode, while AF mode 
benefits from a focus 
hold button on the side 
of the outer barrel

3

The aperture ring has 
click steps calibrated in 
one-third f/stops, and 
can also be switched to 
stepless operation for 
shooting video

1

2

3
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DJI HAS been instrumental in the recent 
innovation and popularisation of drones. 
The company’s Phantom range found 
huge popularity in the hobbyist sector 
and with the launch of the Phantom 3 
Professional adding a 4K camera and 
realtime live view video, it found equal 
appeal in the photographic industry. 

Now the Phantom 4 refines what the 
Phantom 3 had to offer, in a drone that’s 
far better equipped to appeal to the 
professional market. 

The Phantom 4, which will sit alongside 
the Phantom 3 range for the present, 
features more camera options, a new 
lightweight magnesium alloy body, better 
integration of the camera and gimbal, 
extended flight times and the big new 
feature: object avoidance. 

The camera sees a few improvements, 
with a top resolution of 4K at 24fps 
PAL and an impressive 120fps at Full 
HD. It has a 20mm focal length (35mm 

equivalent) f/2.8 lens that’s been 
optimised for use for aerial photography to 
eliminate the distortion often associated 
with small action-style cameras. 

Footage is captured on a 1/2.3-inch 
sensor with a sensitivity range for video of 
between ISO100-3200 and ISO100-1600 
for stills. It also offers a manual shutter 
speed adjustment between 8-1/8000ses, 
which gives you plenty of creative options. 

BULK BUY
The Phantom 4’s body has bulked up, with 
the plastic construction of the Phantom 
3 being replaced by more durable 
magnesium alloy. It weighs just 1.38kg: 
only 100g heavier than the Phantom 3’s 
plastic design, but a huge 1.55kg lighter 
than the professional-level Inspire. 

The change in material gives the 
Phantom 4 a far more robust feel. It has 
fewer air slits and this makes it more 
resistant to the elements, but not 100 per 

cent weather-resistant. The propellers
also see a change and are now of the same 
quick-release design as the Inspire, rather 
than of the screw-on type.

Smooth flight is key to capturing high 
quality footage and the Phantom 4 better 
incorporates a gimbal into the body, 
making it more aerodynamic and less 
prone to damage if crashed. DJI has also 
introduced a new battery that provides 
a few minutes of additional flight over 
the Phantom 3’s, but it mean Phantom 3 
batteries are not compatible. 

The most exciting new feature is the 
forward-facing object avoidance sensor. 
Control options are accessed through the 
app and enable the drone to avoid objects 
that are placed in its line of flight.

I found the Phantom 4 easy to fly, with 
the GPS stabilising the drone in flight and 
enabling intelligent flight features such as 
Follow Me and ActiveTrack. Using any of 
the advanced flight features is extremely 
easy and there are help options that walk 
you through the process of selecting 
subjects to follow or track. 

DJI’s LightBridge technology beams 
a strong 720p HD live view signal from 
the drone to the controller, making image 
composition easy. 

The handset has a few direct controls 
that enable you to start and stop 
recording, adjust exposure and tilt the 
gimbal to direct the camera along the 
vertical plane as needed. All further 
options and settings for the camera can 
be accessed through the app and helpfully 
can be adjusted while the drone is in flight. 

Image quality for both video and stills 
is excellent, with good vibrant colour and 
plenty of tonal range. Video captured at 
4K is full of detail and as you reduce the 
resolution down to 1080p at 30fps, the 
quality is exceptional.

The Phantom 4 is a great all-round 
drone with features that will appeal to 
photographers; just make sure, as always, 
you adhere to the flight restrictions and 
guidelines set by the CAA. 
Ali Jennings

DJI PHANTOM 4 
DJI’s quadcopter camera adds a groundbreaking object 
avoidance feature, along with an improved, robust build

Quadcopter camera  / £1,229 / $1,399 / store.dji.com

The quality of video 
and stills is excellent 
with good vibrant 
colour and plenty  
of tonal range.
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LEE FILTERS SUPER STOPPER
Capture long exposures in the midday sun

IT’S A  known issue that SLRs and CSCs just aren’t that great at 
recording quality audio, and if you need to lay down a track (or 
four) then an external audio recorder is essential.

The DR-701D is a purpose-made solution that fits neatly 
between your camera and tripod. It features four-track audio 
recording, four XLR ports that record to tracks one to four,  
a stereo mini jack that utilises tracks one and two, camera audio 
in and out, and a headphone jack. 

Audio is captured in either BWF or WAV file format, with 
the latter recorded at 44.1k/48k/96k/192k Hz, 16/24-bit, and 
there’s a wealth of other quality settings that are easily selected 
through the front LCD panel and dials. All audio is stored on 
an SD card.

A built-in timecode generator enables the easy syncing of 
video and audio. Alternatively, there are two HDMI ports, so 
the camera can record to both camera and audio recorder to 
prevent any drift between the sound and picture. 

The DR-701D is exceptionally straightforward to use, with 
plenty of adjustment and control options over all inputs. Fitting 
a stereo mini-jack mic, along with two mono XLR mics, makes 
it possible to record and monitor high quality audio easily. 

The addition of time coding and HDMI recording helps to  
cut down on edit time and syncing too, speeding up your 
workflow dramatically. 

In summary, if you need high quality audio recording, then 
Tascam’s DR-701D four-track recorder supplies an incredible 
amount for the price.

LEE FILTERS already produces the Big and Little Stopper 
neutral density filters that enable a 10- and five-stop increase 
over exposure times. These filters are now joined by the Super 
Stopper, which increases exposure by 15 stops. This new filter 
is available in the Lee 150mm, 100mm and Sev5n ranges and 
comes packaged in a handy protective metal case. 

As with the other Stopper filters, the Super slots snugly into 
the Lee holder, which is bought in addition to the filter. On one 
side of the filter is a soft foam pad that helps to prevent any light 
leakage between the holder and filter. 

Light leak can be a real problem doing long exposures, so once 
the filter is installed into the holder it’s important that everything 
is checked to ensure a snug, lightproof fit. In-use exposure times 
increase dramatically, with a 1/250 of a second exposure without 
the filter extending to two minutes with.

Strong neutral density filters tend to cause a colour cast and 
this is true for the entire Stopper range, including the Super 
Stopper, but the slight cast can be quickly removed when 
developing the images without an adverse effect.

The Super Stopper is a great addition to the Stopper range, 
and if you’re working as a landscape photographer it will enable 
you to capture images in a style and at a time of day that wasn’t 
previously possible. 

There’s even an Exposure guide app, which shows how the 
exposure is affected with the filter in place: this is available for 
iOS to accompany the filter.
Ali Jennings

TASCAM DR701D
Four-track audio recording for your SLR

Audio recorder / £459 / $600 / www.tascam.com Filter / £103 / $150 / www.leefilters.com
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THE LONG VIEW
LEICA M 240

Leica’s stripped-back but elegantly 
designed M-series rangefinders 
are coveted for their finely-tuned 
design and mechanics. The 
exceptional M-mount lens range 
that accompanies them, of course, 
adds yet more appeal. But was the 
successor to the M9 worth the 
£5,100 price tag?

Three pros who use the Leica M (Typ 240) as their 
workhorse give their verdicts 

THE TYP 240 was announced in 2012 
and is simply called the ‘M’, with the 
‘Typ 240’ written discreetly on its base. 
It was Leica’s fourth digital rangefinder, 
although film versions have been around 
since the mid-20th century. 

It was the successor to the M9, with its 
full-frame, 18-million-pixel, CCD sensor, 
compatibility with Leica lens ranges, and 
famous Leica aesthetic. It was a much-
loved recipe, and the Leica M (Typ 240) 
was updating it, so how could it fail? 

The new technology included a new 
sensor and extras you’d usually find on  
a CSC, such as an optional electronic 
viewfinder; live view, so images could be 
composed on the 3in-wide 920,000-dot 

screen; and even full HD video. Along 
with its 18 million pixel, full-frame CMOS 
sensor and ISO 100-6400 (extended) 
sensitivity range, the Typ 240 promised 
to be another instalment to please Leica 
lovers, but would it be the model to tempt 
more SLR users to convert?

We brought together three professional 
Leica 240 shooters, who follow in a long 
line of famous Leica users that counts 
Cartier-Bresson and Robert Capa among 
them. And we asked them to tell us 
whether the price tag (currently £4,400) 
was worth the investment; how the Typ 
240, including manual focussing, has 
changed the way they work; and what they 
would like to see improved.
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I HAVE always used M series Leicas –  
I still use a film Leica MP for my personal 
work. When I’m teaching workshops I use 
the M 240 because it enables me to show 
students what I am doing whilst shooting; 
it’s why I got it. I also felt the need to have 
a digital and a film camera on me at all 
times: the M 240 and MP are compact 
enough to allow this. 

I think that for the way the camera is 
built and the results it gives, the 240 is 
good value. Obviously £5,000 is a lot of 
money, but it does what I do better than 
anything else. For me, it’s a must-have.  
I use it every day; value equals happiness.

The quality of the lenses is unsurpassed. 
I use a 35mm Summicron for my street 

work; the quality of the pictures always 
look fantastic when I enlarge them. I also 
like the way the camera feels in the hand. 
It’s fun to use and has a personality. Many 
other cameras are faceless objects. 

Purchasing the M 240 has helped me 
dramatically with my teaching. I can show 
students sequences of shots that I made on 
the workshop with them that day; in that 
sense, it has been invaluable. I also enjoy 
using the live view for the shots that are 
tricky to make with a rangefinder.

The time that the camera takes to 
switch on could be improved, but apart 
from that, it’s almost flawless.
See Matt’s work and buy his book All That 
Life Can Afford at mattstuart.com/book

MATT STUART
Location North-west London
Specialism Street photography

Fifth Avenue, New 
York, shot on a Leica M 
(Typ 240) at 1/500sec, 
f/13, ISO800
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BEFORE THE Leica, I was using a Nikon,
my favourite being the FM2, then the F4.
Then we had to go digital and I bought
a D100. I hated it, because it wasn’t about
anything I knew any more. It was at this
point in 2007 that I bought my first Leica
M6, and whilst everyone was shooting
with their digitals, I was shooting with
film. I fell in love with the M6 instantly.

The rangefinder seemed to allow me to
be patient, to learn the rhythm a plethora
of photographers before me had also
experienced (Erwitt, Bresson, etc.).
I loved the weight of the camera, the
size ratio to my hands and face. It was a
similar experience to the FM2, but with
a viewfinder that could really let me see
things as they were, and not cut off. I was
able to choose and react to the vision in
front of me.

The rangefinder is very different to an
SLR. First of all, the position of the eye is
anticipated, or perhaps it is what your eye
sees and not the lens.

I shoot a lot of motorsport pit lane work
in the night, and the Leica M is perfect for
this atmospheric, no-fuss environment.
I am invisible. I can concentrate on

shooting the scene and not have to think 
about the camera.

The price indicates quality. And when 
you think how small Leica is as a brand, 
the price is actually pretty good for 
quality, hand-made craftsmanship. Now 
all the lenses fit nearly all of the cameras, 
the price is even better value.

I’m most impressed when shooting in 
the dark: the definition of the colours, the 
light it allows in. And the film shooting 
quality is sublime.

Since making the move, my back has 
improved somewhat. Not carrying a load 
of heavy kit allows you to bend, squat and 
run into places. Where heavier kit always 
made me want to get the shot and get out, 
this allows me to move with the scene.  
I have the ability to be patient, to wait  
for it to happen. So I have become more 
willing to walk into the scene – which 
could be well off the beaten track, like 
reportage, rather than a study.

Apart from an occasional lust for  
a longer lens, I have no suggestions for 
improvement for the M.
See more of Lara’s work at  
photofeature.co.uk

Nurburgring 24-hour race 
shot on a Leica M (Typ 240) 
at 1/180sec, f/19, ISO200

Location Cotswolds
Specialism Portraits & motoring

LARA
PLATMAN
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I’M A BRIT transplanted to San Antonio
10 years ago. I truly love what I do. I’ve
been a fan of the Leica heritage, and
photojournalism, since I was a teenager.
A major part of my inspiration comes from
my photography books. I’ve been studying
photojournalists and street photographers
alike: Cartier-Bresson, Doisneau, Capa,
Constantine Manos, Davidson, McCurry,
Koudelka and Alex Webb, to name a few.

I shoot only with rangefinders, namely
two Leica M 240s for weddings. The
simplicity and mobility of the rangefinders
are really what I love the most, along with
the Leica glass. Picking up a second M
and a few more lenses meant I moved away
from using Nikon. Why? To be free of
heavy cameras and lenses. This enabled
me to be more nimble on my feet.

With the second Leica M 240 body I’d
leave the Nikon D4 in my camera bag.
The pricing of the D4 and M 240 was
comparable. My Leica focusing improved
compared to SLR hit and miss, especially
since most of what I do at weddings is low
light photography.

The thought process is different from an
SLR. It’s made me a better photographer.

I select and calculate shots before they 
happen, rather than just reacting. 

Using a Leica M 240, I’ve noticed no 
one takes me seriously. I don’t look like 
the professional photographer. People 
don’t get alarmed by the large SLR and 
long lenses swinging around me. With 
the relatively small size, I don’t frighten 
or look intimidating. With my street 
photography and the little M, the red 
dot covered with black tape, I look like a 
tourist, especially with my English accent!

I suppose there is no perfect camera, 
but this is close. Sure, I’d like to see a few 
improvements in the next-generation M: 
a longer battery life, a slight performance 
increase in high ISO range for low light. 
But really, the Leica M 240 already does 
this pretty well. The first of my two M 
240s are now showing some considerable 
brass around the corners and edges, 
making them look considerably older than 
they really are.

The Leica M 240 does everything I 
need to and enables me to focus on the 
most important task: image taking.  
To see more of Philip’s work, visit  
philipthomas.com

Wedding dance shot on the Leica M 
(Typ 240) with a Noctilux-M 50mm 
f/0.95 at 1/125, f/1, ISO6400

PHILIP 
THOMAS
Location San Antonio, USA
Specialism Weddings & street photography 
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Women: be a ‘pushy bastard’

am a photographer, and I am a woman. Does that make 
me a ‘female photographer’ and my colleagues ‘male 
photographers’? Is professional photography sexist? At the 
last count in 2015, the UK photography industry is 82 per 
cent male. It varies slightly across different specialisms, but 
in every area, men outnumber women. Photojournalists 
are 90 per cent male. This doesn’t surprise me; I’ve been 
in it for about 20 years now. But, aside from the global 
problem of female inequality, my question is: why are more 
photographers men than women, and does it matter?

Are men better at taking pictures than women? No. There is 
Leibovitz, there was Arbus, there is Mann, there was Day. We 
can all name famous and successful women who make great 
work. And are women better than taking pictures of say, women, 
than men? Again, no, I don’t believe so. 

Historically, photography was always the province of men, 
and it continues to be a macho industry. There is little evidence 
of men being disadvantaged by gender in photography, although
I can think of dads in playgrounds being 
called paedophiles where that likely 
wouldn’t happen to me.  

In travel photography, being female can 
be both an advantage and a disadvantage. 
In Muslim countries a Western woman 
can only hope to have the respect (and lack 
thereof) of being treated like an ‘honorary 
man’, but can have access to photographing 
women, children and families where men 
will be explicitly excluded. 

When I was an assistant, there were far fewer women in the 
role; I was competing mostly with men, who were seen as more 
technically able and physically stronger; the ‘natural’ role for me 
was to make tea, be nice to clients and hold babies. I went to the 
gym twice a week so I could carry as much, if not more kit than 
the boys. I’d loudly point out that a polarising filter would require 
opening up a stop or two, and that pushing Fuji tranny would 
make it magenta. I was a good assistant. But that didn’t make me 
a good photographer; that’s a different role altogether. 

The kind of confidence (and ruthlessness) required by our 
industry doesn’t come naturally to most of us, especially we polite 

British folk. And I’m not just talking about women. But, while  
I hate to generalise, it does seem men often find it easier. 

Men tend to react to competition with a positive response, 
whereas for women it doesn’t feel quite right to get all punchy. 
Being a successful photographer isn’t just about the ability to 
make photographs, it’s about being a good businessperson. It’s 
about being visible, so that when an opportunity arises, you, 
rather than someone else, spring into the commissioner’s mind. 

We need to understand that it’s not only okay to be self-
confident; it’s necessary. We shouldn’t be so nice as to forget that 
it’s a competition, and that it helps to be a pushy bastard.

I don’t think men are over-represented because they’re better. 
I think they’re often better at getting work, and because there are 
already so many more of them, obviously more jobs will go to men. 
I was once getting car insurance and my car was red. Red cars 
are involved in more accidents than those of other colours, so the 
premium was higher. What statistics fail to recognise, though, is 
that more red cars are produced, so of course more of them will be 

in accidents. There’s no causal relationship. 
More photographers are men, ergo more 
male photographers are commissioned.

We can’t expect our industry to change 
unless we make it. Women, we can’t expect 
men to shove over a bit and give us some 
space, it’s a small market. We need to be 
louder. We need to be visible. 

And because there are only a few of us, 
we need to be more visible than perhaps 
we’d individually like. There is no union 

to lobby for ‘female photographers’, there is no recognised moral 
requirement that women are represented in our industry. Which 
brings me to the ‘does it matter?’ question.

I think it does. Not because “men are oppressive”, or “women 
are weak” – both of which are nonsense – but because when 
you take a photograph, you say something. No photograph is 
neutral, it is taken by a person, and that person is going to be of 
some gender or other. We photographers produce the world’s 
visual conversation, and if the conversation continues to be 
male-dominated it can’t be representative. Does it matter if it’s 
representative? Yes, it does. 

LOTTIE
DAVIES

OPINION

We can’t expect men to solve the underrepresentation of 
female photographers in our industry

Our industry won’t 
change unless we 
make it. Women 

need to be louder.
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